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Welcome to the September edition of etcetera magazine.

Au revoir Summer of ‘22… it’s been a hot one!

As we welcome the new month in, we also get to enjoy the cooler
temperatures and, for some, the calm after the ‘visitor’ storm.

The children go back to school and traditionally in France it’s also time
to look for a new class or course to enrol in. Look out for your local
Forum des Associations if you are searching for ideas or inspiration and
join a new group, who knows what it might lead to?

Annual subscription
France 55€ / UK 55€
Card payment by telephone

Subscribe

Gayle and Sam

Please download the pdf from this link now:
www.paysruffecois.fr/sante/guide.pdf

Print 2 copies - one for your home and one
for your car - it could save a life.
NO international code needed from UK mobiles

hello & welcome

Advertise
Commercial adverts: Please see our Media
Pack at www.etceteraonline.org
What’s On/Listings: 12€ per 50 words for
a guaranteed spot or free (space permitting)
Classified listing: 6€ per 25 words
plus 3€ per photo

Property listing: 10€ per 50 words
plus 6€ per photo
Code APE 5814Z Edition de Revues et Periodique
Siret 80903463000016. La Présidente G. Feasey
Registered. Le Bourg, 87360 Verneuil Moustiers.
Impression: Rotimpres. Pol. Ind Casa Nova. Carrer
Pla de l’Estany s/n. 17181 Aiguaviva (Girona) Espagne.
etcetera est gratuit.

While we always do our best to ensure the
content in this magazine is given in good faith
and businesses are reputable, we accept no
liability for any errors or omissions and
do not endorse any companies,
products or services. Articles written
are the personal opinions of the
original authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of
etcetera magazine.

15 SAMU (Medical)
17 Gendarmes (Police)
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deaf/hard of hearing
119 Child abuse
115 Homeless
113 Drugs and alcohol
112 European emergency not always English
1616 Emergency- Sea & Lake
3131 Last incoming call, key ‘5’ to connect
Orange
English speaking helpline
0033 (0)9 69 36 39 00
Website in English: www.orange.com/en/home
Technical assistance for landlines (French):
3900 (+33 9 69 39 39 00 from abroad)
SFR 1023 or 00336 1000 1023 (Not English)
EDF
8am to 8pm, Monday to Saturday.
+33 (0)9 69 36 63 83   EDF Helpline in English
0033 562164908  (From UK)
05 62 16 49 32   Fax
E-mail: simpleenergywithedf@edf.fr
CPAM - 09 74 75 36 46
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in English to expatriates all over France on
www.counsellinginfrance.com
SSAFA France 05 53 24 92 38
email france@ssafa.org.uk
French Health Insurance Advice line.
CPAM English speaking Advice line:
09 74 75 36 46 (from France)
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The line is open from Monday to Friday, from
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
NHS website : www.nhs.uk/using-the-
nhs/healthcare-abroad
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No Panic UK helpline:
0044 1 952 590 545 11h - 23h (French time) 7/7
www.nopanic.org.uk /nopanicfrance@orange.fr
English-speaking Crisis Line
SOS- HELP 01 46 21 46 46 3pm-11pm 7/7
British Consulate in Paris 01 44 51 31 00
British Consulate in Bordeaux 05 57 22 21 10
www.ukinfrance.fco.gov.uk/en/
Credit Agricole English Speaking Helpline
Charente (residents only) 05 45 20 49 60

etcetera magazine @etceterafrance

CONTACT US:

Tel: 05 17 36 15 32
email: editors.etcetera@gmail.com
website: www.etceteraonline.org

17 rue des Chaumettes
86290 St Léomer
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from Limoges, starting May 1st, 2022.
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Parlez
    Français

Conseilosx pour apprendre le Françaiosx
French conversation, vocabulary & traditions

Comment apprendre le français ?

▪ Inscrivez-vous dans une école de
langue.  Apprenez le français avec de
vrais professeurs de Français Langue
Etrangère (FLE), les SEULS
SPECIALISTES pour enseigner le
français à des étrangers.

▪ Apprenez dans une bonne ambiance de
travail : studieuse, amicale et agréable.

▪ Soyez patient(e) ! Combien de temps
avez-vous mis pour maîtriser votre
propre langue ?  Cela ne s’est pas fait si
rapidement !  Avec une langue
étrangère, comme le français, c’est la
même chose.

▪ Prévoyez un peu de temps chaque jour
pour travailler votre français : réviser
vos cours de français et faire des
exercices en français.  Le minimum de
temps pour apprendre est de 15
minutes par jour pour un débutant, et
tous les jours !  Plus votre niveau en
français est élevé, plus il faut travailler
votre français plus longtemps par jour.

En plus, pour vous aider à pratiquer
le français :

▪ Regardez la télévision française avec
les sous-titres. Les émissions signalées
sont sous-titrées.

▪ Inscrivez-vous à la bibliothèque ou à la
médiathèque pour emprunter des
médias français.

▪ Inscrivez-vous dans une association
locale française pour vous faire des
amis français.

▪ Regarder des DVD en français avec les
sous-titres en français.

▪ Écoutez la radio française.

▪ Écoutez des podcasts en français.

▪ Lisez des articles de journal
en français.

▪ Lisez des livres en français.

▪ Écrivez des lettres / des emails
en français.

▪ Parlez avec vos voisins français
en français.

▪ N’hésitez pas à demander aux gens de
répéter et de parler plus lentement.

▪ Parlez avec les commerçants (votre
boulanger, votre boucher…).

▪ Étiquetez vos meubles avec leur nom
en français.  N’oubliez pas le
déterminant (le / la ou un / une) !

▪ Jouez à des jeux en français (mots
mêlés, mots fléchés, bingo, Time’s
up, etc.).

▪ Organisez des moments d’échanges en
français avec vos amis francophones.

▪ Utilisez un dictionnaire bilingue
français-anglais.

▪ Utilisez un dictionnaire
français-français.

▪ N’utilisez pas Google Translate !
C’est incompréhensible !

Tout d’abord, pour bien apprendre, il faut être motivé.  Il faut savoir
pourquoi vous voulez apprendre le français, et surtout, pourquoi il faut
apprendre le français.

Quand vous habitez en France, il est nécessaire de parler et de
comprendre le français : pour améliorer votre qualité de vie en France.
Quelques élèves m’ont donné ces raisons : « Je veux discuter avec mon
voisin / mon épicier / mon docteur. » ; « Je veux comprendre les courriers
que je reçois. » ; « Je veux pouvoir faire mes courses et savoir ce que
j’achète. » ; « Je veux pouvoir regarder un film / regarder la télévision
sans être perdu(e). » ; « Je veux savoir ce qu’il se passe en France. » ; « Je
veux comprendre et être compris(e). »…

Bon courage et à bientôt !

Our Language Centre reopens on the
5th September 2022, so contact us to

book your French lessons!

Broaden your horizons with
CONTINENTAL HORIZONS!

Isabelle

05 49 84 17 73  /  06 20 10 34 49
Email : continentalhorizons@free.fr

Isabelle works for CONTINENTAL
HORIZONS Language Centre in L’Isle

Jourdain and teaches French as a Foreign
Language every day in their many

classrooms. Do not hesitate to contact her!

 www.continental-horizons.com
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▪ Jouez et amusez-vous avec le français !

▪ Et n’oubliez pas : vous avez le droit de
vous tromper !

Tips on how to learn French

First of all, to learn well, you need to be
motivated.  You need to know why you
want to learn French, and above all, why it
is necessary to learn French.

When you live in France, it is necessary to
speak and understand French: to improve
your quality of life in France.  Some
students gave me these reasons: “I want to
converse with my neighbour / the
shopkeeper / my doctor.” ; “I want to
understand the letters I receive.” ; “I want
to be able to do my shopping and know
what I am buying.” ; “I want to be able to

watch a film / watch TV without being
lost.” ; “I want to know what is happening
in France.” ; “I want to understand and
be understood.” …

How can I learn French?

▪ Register with a language school.
Learn French with real teachers of
Français Langue Etrangère (FLE)
(French Language for Foreigners), the
ONLY SPECIALISTS to teach French
to foreigners.

▪ Learn in a studious, friendly and
pleasant atmosphere.  If you feel at
ease, you will learn better and quicker.

▪ Be patient!  How long did it take you
to master your own language?  It
didn’t happen overnight! With a

foreign language, like French, it is the
same thing.

▪ Plan some time each day to work on
your French: revise your French
lessons and do exercises in French.
The minimum of time to learn is 15
minutes a day for a beginner, and
every day! The higher your level in
French is, the longer the time you need
to work on your French per day.

Also, to help you to practise French:

▪ Watch French TV with subtitles. The
programs with the sign mean they
have subtitles.

▪ Register at the local library or
mediathèque to borrow French books
and press.

Speaking with your
French neighbours will
help enormously with
your language skills
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FRENCH LESSONS
FOR FREE

with experienced French teachers

(if eligible)

Groups - Private tutoring - E-learning

Contact Alain
05 55 32 41 76 / 06 37 76 54 98

alain.rio@hvformations.org

http://hvformations.org
Siret: 824417364 00018

language & assistance

FRENCH LESSONS
ONE-TO-ONE  / GROUPS

At Dino’s in Champagnac la Rivière (87150)

or ONLINE CLASSES
Translations &

Administrative Assistance
Sandrine Durand    Siret : 488 296 450 00015

05 55 78 16 21 / 06 83 07 66 98
r.sandrine.durand@orange.fr

PLUS

▪ Register at a local French association
to make French friends.

▪ Watch DVDs in French with
French subtitles.

▪ Listen to the French radio.

▪ Listen to French podcasts.

▪ Read newspaper articles in French.

▪ Read books in French.

▪ Write letters / emails in French.

▪ Speak to your French neighbours
in French.

▪ Do not hesitate to ask people to
repeat and to speak slowly.

▪ Speak with the shopkeepers (your
baker, your butcher…).

▪ Put post-it labels on your furniture
with its French name.  Do not forget
the article (le / la or un / une)!

▪ Play French games (crosswords, word
games, bingo, Time’s up, etc.).

▪ Organise exchange times in French
with your French speaking friends.

▪ Use a bilingual dictionary
French-English.

▪ Use a dictionary French-French.

▪ Do not use Google Translate!  It is
impossible to understand what comes
out of it!

▪ Play with the French language and
enjoy it!

▪ And do not forget: you have the right
to make mistakes!

French TV or
streaming shows in

French is another
great way to hear

spoken French,
particularly if you
are quite isolated

where you live

Many teachers offer
lessons online



By Mike George

Some skills must be learned, but many
are inherent in animals, and are

perfected by practice.

Human children, on the other hand, start
off with very little. Their life-maintaining
skills (breathing, heartbeat, desire for
food) are inherent and automatic, but
practically every other skill must be
learned. It takes a year at least before they
can move around, let alone walk, and every
piece of knowledge must be given to them.
Fortunately, their brains are seriously
hungry for that knowledge, at least in the
first ten years of their life, but the ways
that the knowledge can be imparted are
very varied.

From the start it has been the parents’ task
to impart the knowledge that a child needs
to survive. In the early days, when
mankind was a hunter-gatherer, the child
would learn by doing, helping to sort and
later to collect the food, learning what was
good to eat and what was not, and how to
track and kill and prepare various
creatures to eat. As mankind progressed
through an agrarian lifestyle there would
be more to learn, and because long time
periods were involved, and seasons and
the repeatability of growth-cycles were

important, a degree of actual teaching
would be involved.

It has been said that there are three ways
to impart knowledge. Teaching involves
putting into the subject's brain such
knowledge as will help him or her to view
the world more objectively, and to give
skills that will
be needed.
Education (from
the Latin,
meaning
“leading out”) is
to show him or
her how to
gain further
knowledge for him or herself. Training
aims to change patterns of behaviour so
that a correct response to a situation
becomes inherent. Thus, for example, you
teach a child, educate a researcher and
train a soldier or emergency-worker.

Who Do You Need to Teach?

Of course, there comes a point when the
teaching needed is more intense than the
parents can impart. Then the professional
teachers take over. The children of kings
and noblemen have always needed
professional teaching and training,

because they had social responsibilities
and would need enhanced knowledge and
skills. Young noblemen and kings always
had weapons-masters to teach them how
to fight, since leadership in war was most
important. The range of skills a knight, for
example, needed was vast. He had to be
able to handle a range of weapons and

with sufficient skill to
keep himself alive
against similarly
trained opponents.

For example, the skill
and strength to draw a
longbow in the 14th and
15th centuries, and to fire

it accurately, took between 10 and 15 years
to acquire. Luckily at that period there was
a craze for longbow shooting, and
thousands of common men took it up. It
was a most effective weapon (ask the
French at Crécy or Agincourt), but as time
went on, men moved to weapons such as
rifles that were easier to learn to use,
though far less accurate. The Duke of
Wellington felt, probably rightly, that if he
had had a company of longbowmen at
Waterloo in 1815, the battle would have
been far shorter and the outcome less

Mike George is
our regular

contributor on
wildlife and the

countryside in
France. He is a

geologist and
naturalist, living

in the Jurassic
area of

the Charente

We Don’t Need
No Education…

The skill and strength to draw
a longbow in the 14th and 15th

centuries, and to fire it
accurately, took between 10

and 15 years to acquire

MOST YOUNG ANIMALS ARE BORN WITH CERTAIN INSTINCTS FOR
SURVIVAL; HUMANS ARE UNLIKE MOST OTHER ANIMALS

An idealized view of a Dame-school in session, they would not
generally have been as spacious or as well-scrubbed as this
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uncertain, but by then there were not
enough trained men available.

What Do You Teach, and Who
Teaches It?

In Ancient Greece and Rome, the children
of nobles and the wealthy were taught by
special slaves, who had been taken on to
teach the children of the house.
Civilisation called for social skills and
different sorts of knowledge that children
in such stations must acquire.

When Europe continued an agrarian
society, the children of the farming
community learned all the skills they
needed as part of their daily life.
Noblemen continued to be trained in
weaponry and social skills. However, in
England in the 16th century, there began
movements to teach literacy to certain
classes of children. Academic teaching had
never been readily available. Monks and
certain members of the Church
community were taught Latin so that they
could read the Bible and take part in
Divine Service, which was held in Latin.
However, with the Reformation, and the
coming of the Bible in English, the powers
that were wanted everyone to be able to
read the Bible for themselves. Small
schools began to spring up, run by ladies
such as widows and spinsters who had
time and needed the money. These were
the “Dame Schools”. The cost was about 4
shillings a year for each child (about a
couple of weeks’ wages for a farm-
labourer). Children were taught by rote
from “hornbooks” in which specimen
letters and texts were displayed. These
looked rather like square hand-mirrors,
with the text on parchment where the
mirror-glass would have been, protected
by a transparent sheet of horn or mica.
Children would copy the texts onto small
writing-boards or slates. When they had
mastered their letters, they would be
taught the grammar and textual skills they
needed to read and write.

As time passed, the advantages of an
education became apparent, and more

parents wanted their children to be taught.
Other schools sprang up, often charity
schools founded by philanthropists, or set
up by industrialists wanting their workers’
basic skills enhanced. Eventually, in the
19th century, the government got involved,
and education became more widespread.
It is sobering to think that the school
system from which we profited is less than
200 years old.

The 19th century saw several important
acts, such as the Grammar Schools Act
1840 and Forster’s Elementary Education
Act 1870, which was a strong step towards
universal education. In the 20th century
the Fisher Act 1918 made education
compulsory up to age 14 for all children,
and enabled further education on a
voluntary basis up
to 18 years of age.

The seminal Butler
Education Act
1944 set up the age
11 split between
primary and
secondary
education, and
succeeded in reconciling several
inconsistencies between government,
private and church education.

I need not tell parents or pupils who were
involved in any form of schooling since
about 1950 of the constant changes made
in curricula, teaching methods, attendance
criteria and the rest! I have always been
profoundly glad that I learned my
multiplication tables by rote before
someone in the early 1960s decided that
was a bad idea. I’m no mathematician, but
at least I can do sums! Thank goodness
that the importance of tables and spelling
has been realised, and reinstated in
the curriculum.

The Rise of the School Holiday

But how on earth were the school holidays
fixed? Ask most people and they will guess
that the Christmas and Easter breaks were
true “Holy Day” breaks, but the six weeks
of summer?  Well, that was so that the
children could help with the harvest.

There may be an element of that; children
were very useful for gathering up the
freshly-cut cereals, bundling it and
stooking the bundles for drying, but the
time this is done depends on the cereal
itself, the date it was planted, the weather
during growing and at harvest-time, and
these and other factors can take “harvest”
right out of the summer holiday slot.

Also, holidays in the Southern
Hemisphere seem in many cases to favour
a longish break in June – July, which is
midwinter for them, although this is by no
means universal. In America in the 19th
century many schools opted for long
breaks in spring or autumn.

Of course, many children actually were the
children of the Industrial Revolution.

They, of course, were
often given “Wakes
Week” in summer, when
a factory would close for
maintenance and the
families could have a
holiday, but this usually
involved a day or two at
the seaside.

The Bank Holidays Act of 1871 fixed some
statutory holidays, when a day trip to the
sea was something a whole new generation
could enjoy. Going off for a fortnight’s
holiday began in the mid-1930s onward
for most people, and holidays abroad
didn’t start in earnest until the 1970s!

It is so variable, too. In France the
summer break lasts 2 months; as we all
know, the whole country comes to a
standstill in August! Some countries even
stretch to 3 months. The United Kingdom
usually makes do with 6 weeks.

I haven’t been able to find a definitive
answer to the origin of the long summer
break. Possibly it was as much for the
teachers’ benefit as for the children’s.
However, I do remember it was the aspect
of the school year that I loved best!

Three hornbooks from
different periods. Right: One

of Hablot Brown's
illustrations for

"Nicholas Nickleby",
showing the orderly routine

of Dotheboys Hall

Going off for a fortnight’s
holiday began in the mid-

1930s onward for most
people, and holidays abroad
didn’t start in earnest until

the 1970s!
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craft

First of all, can you tell me about
yourself  and what you do.

My parents came to live in France when I
was 3 years old, and I grew up in a small
hamlet in the Charente. Now 34, I work in
the commune of
Pressignac as an artist
creating sculptures
using traditional
blacksmithing and
woodworking methods.

What and where did
you study and how
did you get involved in sculpture?

From the age of 18 I studied architecture
in Bordeaux followed by training in
cabinet-making and a blacksmithing
course in Toulon.

Today I use aspects of all three
professions, to produce figurative works
of art.

How did you get drawn into
creating this type of work? What

connects you to your
creations?

I was drawn to the world of
sculpture by the creative
possibilities it offered. The
juxtaposition of unity and
balance, precision and

symmetry in art and architecture have
always interested me.

I aim to create each sculpture (3 to 6
months in the making) as a faithful
recreation of the integrity of each animal.

What types of art/design do you
love or are inspired by? Who are
your favourite artists?

Ancient civilizations (such as the minoans,
sumerians…) and the art they produced as
well as the natural world have always been
a great source of inspiration for me.

Is there such a thing as a typical
day/week for you in the forge?

No two days are the same for me as I work
with different materials requiring
different approaches and techniques.

What's been your favourite project
so far?

Every new project is my favourite until it’s
finished and I move on to the next. I try to
develop my methods and techniques with
each creation.

UNEARTHING TALENT:
An Interview with Matt Woods
THIS MONTH I INTERVIEWED THE SCULPTOR MATT WOODS, WHO
CREATES ANIMAL SCULPTURES USING TRADITIONAL METALWORK AND
WOODWORK PROCESSES, CONCEIVING CONTEMPORARY ART PIECES

By Gayle Feasey

The juxtaposition of unity
and balance, precision and

symmetry in art and
architecture have always

interested me
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Former BBC London Tuner
Complete piano renovations
(grands specialist)
TUNING & REPAIRS

MR. PIANO MAN

Telephone: 05 45 21 16 13
Email: mr-piano-man@hotmail.com

Siret 51033234100017

Never throw away your treasured
piano, until we have seen it! We have repaired
and reconditioned pianos in England and in
France for over 40 years, from mini pianos to
concert grands. Many years of experience.

Spiritual
White Wolf Centre

Bookings also taken for private readings

New Age / Crystal Gift Shop
Siret 84329719300024

T. 07 68 82 6019  Email: ahills1502@aol.com

Brillac
16500

~ Open by appointment only ~

DO YOU LOVE
SINGING…

Siret: 828 530 410 00012   EI

Book a FREE
Session - Discover
Your Vocal Potential

But Don’t Think You’re Good Enough?

0044 (0) 777 550 3389
www.catherineachambers.com

catherine@catherineachambers.com

I’m free…. but I could be yours

Promote your Business From just 39€ ttc per month

www.etceteraonline.org
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Are you a local craftsperson possessing a unique skill
and would like to be featured in Unearthing Talent?

Send your details to: editors.etcetera@gmail.com

How do you know when a work is finished?

It’s often impossible to predict the end point of an artwork, but
when that moment arrives I just know.

What's the biggest challenge for you in your work?

For me the process of creation is the most satisfying part, the
difficulty comes with the necessary self promotion required to
eventually sell my work, as I do also have to make a living!

What's the best thing about
your work?

The process of creation, the limitless shapes, the combination of
materials, the freedom of being my own boss, all these are

essential factors in what makes my work so enjoyable.

You have just won ‘le Prix de la Jeune Création Métiers
d'Art’, which is a fantastic achievement. Can you tell me
more about this?

I applied for the award with little expectation, so it was a great
surprise when I got the call to say I’d won.

While it’s nice to receive recognition for my work, I am somewhat
shy by nature, so I also find the attention a little daunting!

Where can we see your work?

My work will be shown for the first time at the fair Maison&Objet
in Paris, from the 8th to the 12th of September.

What advice would you give any aspiring artists out
there?

Go with what you feel is right for you.

It may not always work out, but it will lead to something that will.

It’s often impossible to predict the end
point of an artwork, but when that

moment arrives I just know

Matt Woods
maqvi.qoli@gmail.com
www.matt-woods.com

06 48 22 19 41 / 05 45 30 00 76

Maison&Objet Paris:
8-12 SEPTEMBER 2022
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By Belinda Prince

Belinda, the
‘Accidental

Chatelaine’ loves to
cook at any

opportunity and is
delighted to be able

to share that love
with you

www.chateaumareuil.com

food
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Originating from New York, this classic
American salad recipe is great for lunch
or as a simple side dish with cold meats or
at a barbecue.

Ingredients (Serves 8)

Dressing

150g natural yoghurt or mayonnaise

3 tbsp lemon juice

1½ tbsp  Dijon mustard

2 celery sticks, sliced diagonally

2 apples cored and chopped

200g red or green grapes, halved

100g walnut halves

Lettuce leaves to serve

Method

1. If you have time, sprinkle the chopped
apple with some lemon juice and leave
for about 5 minutes before combining
with the other ingredients.

2. Make the dressing by mixing all the
dressing ingredients together and
season to taste.

3. Now toss all the salad ingredients in a
serving bowl and combine with the
dressing, place on a bed of lettuce
leaves to serve.

Waldorf Salad

Simply Delicious
SEPTEMBER SIGNIFIES CHANGE AND WE SEE WALNUTS, GRAPES
AND APPLES IN OUR GARDENS AND LOCAL MARKETS



Ingredients (Serves 4)

1 kg chicken thighs
Salt & freshly ground black pepper
2 tbsp vegetable oil
1 medium onion (sliced)
2 sticks of celery (sliced) - optional
300ml cider
150ml chicken stock
½ - 1tsp dried thyme
½ tsp salt
2-3 medium apples, sliced
150ml crème fraîche
1 tbsp Maïzena (cornflour)

Method

1. Preheat the oven to 170º C. Season
both sides of the chicken thighs with
salt and pepper.

2. Heat the oil in an oven-proof
casserole or sauté pan over a
medium-high heat. Add the chicken
thighs to the hot oil and cook until
browned on both sides, about 4
minutes per side. Transfer the
chicken to a plate and keep warm.

3. Add the sliced onions to the pan and
sauté until they just start to brown,

about 3 minutes. Pour in the apple
cider and chicken stock, scraping the
bottom of the pan to loosen any
browned bits. Stir in the thyme and
salt. Simmer until the onions are soft,
4 to 5 minutes, then turn off the heat

4. Add the chicken back to the pan and
spoon some sauce over the top.
Arrange sliced apples around the
chicken. Cover the pan or casserole
with a lid or aluminium foil

5. Bake in the preheated oven for 15
minutes. Remove the pan from the
oven and carefully uncover. Transfer
the chicken from the pan to a plate
and keep warm. Whisk the crème
fraîche and cornflour together* in a
small bowl and stir gently into the
sauce. Place the chicken back into the
casserole and spoon some of the
sauce over the chicken.

*If using Maïzena, you can skip this
step and simply stir in the crème
fraîche and add the Maïzena to the
sauce directly.

6. Return the pan to the oven and bake,
uncovered, until the chicken is cooked
through and the juices run clear (an
instant-read thermometer inserted
near the bone should read 74 degrees)
- this should take about 15 minutes
more. Serve the chicken and apples
with the sauce.

food
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Chicken in Cider with Apples Oven Roasted Chicken with Grapes

Five-spice powder is delicious with
fruit. In this recipe, grapes on the stem
are tossed in the oven alongside chicken
thighs to concentrate their sweet-tart
juices. The method works wonderfully
with plums, too.

Ingredients (Serves 4)

1 kg chicken thighs skin-on

1 tsp  five-spice powder or 1/2 teaspoon
ground cinnamon

Fine sea salt, freshly ground
black pepper

2 tbsp olive oil

8 shallots, quartered

6 sprigs of thyme

1 large bunch of grapes on the stem
(about 350g)

1 tbsp white wine vinegar

Method

1. Preheat oven to 200°/180º fan.
Season the chicken on both sides
with the five-spice powder, salt,
and pepper.

2.  Heat the oil in a large ovenproof
pan over a medium-high heat. Blot
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the chicken with paper towels
and add to pan skin side down,
then add the shallots. Cook the
chicken, undisturbed, until
browned and crisp, about 5
minutes; turn shallots
frequently to brown on all
sides while the chicken cooks.
Turn the thighs over and add
the vinegar and 60ml of water
to deglaze the pan. Season
with salt and pepper.

3.  Transfer the pan to the oven
and roast for about 10 minutes,

then add the grapes and thyme.
Continue to cook for about

another 8-10 minutes until the
chicken is cooked through and the

grapes just start to wrinkle.

4.  Serve the chicken with the roasted
grapes and shallots alongside and any pan

juices spooned over.

Ingredients (Serves 6)

1 pack of all butter puff pastry

150g blue cheese of your choice (or more
or less according to taste)

2 very firm pears

Crème fraîche

Salt & pepper

Method

1. Preheat the oven to 200º/180º fan.

2. Place the pastry sheet on a sheet of
greaseproof paper on a baking tray

and prick all over with a fork. Spread
some crème fraîche on to the pastry
and season with salt and pepper.

3. Halve the pears and remove the cores,
slice them thinly and place them on
top of the crème fraîche.  Crumble the
cheese and scatter on top of the pears.

4. Bake for 20 minutes or until browned
and bubbling.

Serve hot or warm in slices with a seasonal
salad or cut into squares to serve
with drinks.

Pear and Roquefort Tart

food

Oven Roasted Chicken
with Grapes… continued

Château Mareuil History, Beauty, Tradition… Visit our
medieval
château
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CHÂTEAU GALLERY & BROCANTE

Open for private viewings Call 05 49 48 02 93

CHÂTEAU GALLERY & BROCANTE

Open for private viewings Call 05 49 48 02 93

Luxury Holidays with Private Pool - Chambres d’Hôtes -
Parties, Celebrations & Weddings - Wine Tasting
& Private Dining

Château Mareuil,  Mareuil, 86290  Brigueil-le-Chantre
Belinda and Lee Prince  05 49 48 02 93    www.chateaumareuil.com
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Le Renard Roux 36310 Beaulieu

Lunch & Dinner  -  Music  -  Events

Full details on Facebook  T. 07 87 14 96 29

Lunch 12pm-2pm
Evening 6pm-9pm

(last order 8.45pm)

Plat du jour 13.50€

Reservations
 recommended

NEW! Pizza &
Doner Kebabs
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latest news

NEW SCAM WARNING
There are more telephone
scams doing the rounds,
one particular one is from
people preporting to be
calling from FranceConnect
(linked with Impots, La
Poste, Ameli etc). The
callers are asking for
people’s carte vitale
numbers and personal
details (although they can
seem genuine as they often
do have some of your
personal details) so they
can process a needed
security update. One

reader advised they even
fetched an English-speaking
person for them to speak
to. Please always
remember that legitimate
callers do not ask for your
personal details, and you
should never give your
personal information to
anyone unless you are
100% sure of who they are.
If in doubt, tell them you
will take their number and
call them back, if they are
legitimate, they won’t mind!NEW SUPPORT FOR DOMESTIC ABUSE VICTIMS

ANOTHER REMINDER AIRPORT CLOSURE

If you, or someone you know, is experiencing
a form of domestic abuse (physical or
emotional), there is a new website where you
can obtain help, support and practical
guidance. Australian founder Sarah
McGrath saw there was a problem with the
system in France in this area, but even more
so for women who don’t speak French. When
asked about accessibility to existing services
in France, McGrath said: “It is already a
difficult system for French women
experiencing domestic violence to
understand. There are a lot of rights, there
are a lot of measures, but trying to navigate
such a complex system … it’s almost
impossible to find information in foreign
languages in France. ” In partnership with
experts, organisations in the field, and
survivors, WFWF developed a program
which includes a multi-language online
resource centre for victims of domestic
violence, and professionals. “Our first project
is to get important information, life-saving
information, to people who can’t speak
French.” Visit their website:
www.womenforwomenfrance.org/en

In case you missed the snippet in August’s edition,
please note that Limoges airport will be completely
closed from the 31st October until the 11th of
December this year. The airport runway and aircraft
parking is having a complete renovation. It’s also
important to know that it appears some airlines (at
the time of print) are still taking bookings, and we’ve
heard of people having great difficulties in obtaining
refunds. See details on Limoges airport’s website:
www.aeroportlimoges.com/en



 business
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Isabelle Want 06 17 30 39 11 Email: isabelle.want @bh-assurances.fr

N° Orias 07021727/16005974

22 rue Jean Jaures.
16700 Ruffec
Tél:+33 (0)5 45 31 01 61

10 Bd du 8 mai 1945
16110 La Rochefoucauld
Tél:+33 (0)5 45 63 54 31

102 Avenue de la République
16260 Chasseneuil sur Bonnieure
Tél:+33(0)5 45 39 51 47

2 Avenue de la Gare
16270 Roumazieres-Loubert
Tél:+33(0)5 45 71 17 79

SCHOOL
INSURANCE
Yes, it’s September and that can only

means one thing: back to school! If
you are wondering why the school asks
you for a certificate of insurance for your
child, let me explain what it is, what it is
for and how much it costs!

What is it:

It is an insurance for kids and students.
The assurance scolaire is not an
obligation but most schools won’t accept
your child unless they have one. In any
case, your child won’t be able to go on the
school trips if they don’t have this
insurance so it is better if the child has it.

There are 3 ages:

-Baby: 0 to 3 years old

-Junior: 3 years old to end of school

-Etudiant: Further education

What does it cover:

It is a personal injury insurance for your
child so if your child has an accident at
school or anywhere else for that matter,
the insurance company pays a lump sum
of 3800€ for death or between 100,000
and 200,000€ for
invalidity (amount
depends of % of
incapacity).

It can also cover
damages to teeth
(305€ per teeth),
hearing aid (770€),
glasses and contact lenses (153€) as long
as there is a medical certificate proving the
child was injured. So if the child broke
their glasses playing football and they’re
not injured, the insurance won’t pay.

It can also pay for a bed so one of the
parents can stay in the hospital room with
the injured child.

Another cover is the cost for search and
rescue of the child following an accident
or any other events endangering the
child’s life.

The insurance can also cover robbery up to
a certain amount (only clothes, sport
equipment and school bags) but you will
need to have kept the original invoice!
Needless to say we have never had a claim
for that! As nobody keeps the invoices
forever (although we are seeing more
documents becoming digital these days…).

Last but not least is what we call “école
continue” so that if your child is injured
and can’t go to school, the insurance pays
for 6 hours per week of private tuition in
your house. The child must be absent of
school for medical reason for more than
15 days.

It does not cover loss or breakage so if
your child loses or breaks his mobile
phone, tough luck!

But note that if your child breaks a
window, this is covered by the public
liability insurance which is inside your
house insurance contract. So things not
covered by the school insurance can be
covered by another of your insurances.

How much does it cost:

Not much actually!
Depending on the age of
your child, cover can cost
between 23 and 50 euro
per year. And if you have
more than child, there is
usually a discount.

So there it is, school insurance is a must
especially for just 3 to 4€ per month, it’s
not worth depriving your child of a
fantastic school trip to a goat
cheese factory!

And remember to check out our website
www.bh-assurances.fr/en for all my
previous articles (“practical information”)
and register to receive our monthly
Newsletter.  You can also follow us on
Facebook: “Allianz Jacques Boulesteix et
Romain Lesterpt”.

It can also pay for a bed so
one of the parents can stay

in the hospital room

ISABELLE
WANT

BH ASSURANCES



What a summer! Hot, dry and no
doubt very busy for many. The year

has flown by, and here we are in
September already! A few months remain
in 2022, and economic challenges are
being felt globally. How will this affect our
businesses for the remainder of the year
and into 2023?

Businesses and
consumers have
endured continued
rising costs, whether
it's the price of a pint
or the cost of materials
for renovations. Of
course, nobody wants
to hear the word 'recession', especially
when many are still bouncing back from
the pandemic. Still, it is wise to be prudent
and plan and protect your business. As we
head out of summer into autumn/winter,
consumers will be more cost-conscious.

And for a business owner, every
euro counts.

Many businesses rely upon suppliers, and
all businesses rely upon customers for
survival. So, shore up your business
vulnerabilities sooner rather than later.
Preparation now can help your business
remain competitive.

With good planning, a business can still
be profitable during an economic
downturn. Here are some tips to consider:

1. Examine your cash flow. What
income is coming in? What needs to

be paid out? Are your
suppliers increasing
their costs? What are
their shipping delays?
Do you need to adjust
your pricing to cover
current and future
cash flow? Look at

what you are spending. How can
smart changes be made without
affecting the quality of the product or
your customer?

2. Can you improve on your
payment process? Are your

payment terms clear? Retrieve monies
owed. How are you managing late
payers? Can you facilitate
faster payments?

3. Commit to your customer. How
are you connecting with your current
customers? How are you inspiring
loyalty and instilling confidence?
Customers want and need to feel
valued and that spending their money
with you counts for something. How
can you improve the customer
experience? Being committed to your
customer during an economic
downturn will also be remembered in
the good times.

4. Keep your message out there!
Create a brand strategy to remind
customers of what you do. What
makes you unique? Give customers a
reason to stick with you.

Some businesses thrive much better
during an economic downturn. If yours is
likely to be impacted, shore up any
vulnerabilities before they affect your
business. Be flexible, be financially aware
and commit to your customers.

Advertise Your Business
Contact  Sam or Gayle: editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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Economic Turndown: Is Your Business Ready?
MICALA
WILKINS

ALACIM SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

MARKETING

Let’s talk currency
Sue Cook

Regional Coordinator Centre Ouest
87600 Rochechouart

+33 (0)555 036 669 +33 (0)689 992 889
E: sue.c@currenciesdirect.com

www.currenciesdirect.com/france
Siret: 444 729 008 00011

business

Customers want and need
to feel valued and that

spending their money with
you counts for something
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Average inflation across Europe has hit
the 5% barrier, the highest recorded

levels in the Eurozone. Even Global
inflation is at an all time high.

The largest contributing factor to this is
the rise in energy prices of over 26%.

Although economists predict that inflation
will decrease as markets stabilise after
being affected by Covid, this is still an
attention-grabbing revelation. It leads us
to think earnestly
about inflation and
how it can eat away
at our investments.

Example: You would
think that an
investment growing
at 5% annually is a
decent return on investment, but if
inflation is 5%, then you are only
preventing your money from depreciating.
You would need to earn more than 5% to
see your money grow.

A good financial advisor will factor
inflation into your retirement
investment strategy:

▪ Increasing annual contributions if you
are contributing to a pension plan, to

beat inflation and prevent your
money depreciating

▪ Investing in funds that have a history
of producing higher returns that beat
inflation and grow your money

▪ Review your investments on a regular
basis and make any adjustments to
your investment strategy – e.g.
replacing funds that are not
performing with better performing

ones, rebalancing
your portfolio
according to your risk
appetite.

Inflation could also be
a deciding factor in
your level of risk. If
you are generally a

conservative investor or nearing
retirement, you might wish to move your
investments into more stable vehicles that
might produce lower returns. Avoid
playing it too safe or you might end up
losing money as inflation will eat your
money if your returns are too
conservative. You could end up several
years into retirement with a shortage
of funds.

Always consult with your financial advisor
regarding inflation-beating investments.
They will tailor your investment strategy
according to your unique financial
situation and risk appetite.

Please note, the above is for education purposes only
and does not constitute advice. You should always

contact your deVere advisor for a personal
consultation. * No liability can be accepted for any

actions taken or refrained from being taken, as a
result of reading the above.

INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISER
deVere France

HELEN
BOOTH

FINANCECAN INFLATION RUIN YOUR RETIREMENT?
business

Avoid playing it too safe or
you might end up losing

money as inflation will eat
your money if your returns

are too conservative



By David Zimmer

David is a British
Triathlon Level 3

triathlon coach,
Swim England swim

teacher, life coach
and mentor.

Developing people is
what makes him tick
and he gets immense

pleasure in seeing
others succeed

Email: dmz25@hotmail.com

I think people generally think that they
are only for rough terrain, but they are

equally good on the road; lots of people
use them for travelling to and from work
because their versatility allows for a mix of
surfaces. I use mine as an accessory to
train and do long rides with saddlebags on
the rear filled with goodies and when I
switch to my competition bike it's half the
weight and twice as quick. It also gives me
hours of fun in the winter, slipping and a
sliding along remote footpaths.

The design of a gravel bike has been
carefully thought out and gives a capability
covering all aspects of cycling. They have
wider tyres than road bikes and feel much
more stable with a more upright riding
position. We all know that holding a low-
profile position can sometimes increase

the chance of lower back pain, and is not
for everybody, so this more upright stance
is a winner. It also means you can ride
much more comfortably for longer. It is
generally a tough bike that can take some
rough treatment both summer and winter.

In the UK these are
popular bikes because
the roads are generally
terrible. Rural France
doesn’t seem to suffer
quite the same when it
comes to giant potholes that can
sometimes take 3 days to climb out of in
the UK!

If you are used to riding a skinny road bike
you may enjoy the versatility of a gravel
bike. It has been known to open a whole

new world; mixing tarmac with mud is
such a cool thing to do especially in
wintertime. If you own both road and
gravel, you probably put your road bike
into hibernation through the wet season. If
you only have a gravel bike it’s an all-year-
round monster. Gravel bikes also allow

you to load up for a bike
packing holiday as they
have many more
mounting points than a
standard road bike.

What Type Should I Be Thinking of
Looking at?

This all depends on you and what you
want to achieve. If you only have a gravel
bike you can train on the same bike all
year, changing tyres as required. If you

health

Gravel Bikes
TREND, OR REVOLUTION?
THE GRAVEL BIKE IS QUITE A NEW TOPIC IN THE BIKING WORLD, BUT
IT MAKES GOOD SENSE AS IT SEEMS TO BE THE BIKE THAT TICKS SO
MANY BOXES

It also gives me hours of fun in
the winter, slipping and a

sliding along remote footpaths
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wrap up your roadie during winter, you can carry on training on
the gravel bike which, if your training is effective, will bring you
into early season in a good condition.

Aluminium frames shouldn’t be forgotten. We all know that
carbon is light, but aluminium makes a solid build and of good
quality which will give you a safe, fun, and reliable ride saving you
some money for extra bits. You will find a good mix of aluminium
frames with carbon forks which will take a considerable amount
of shock whilst riding.

All good dealers will make sure you give them all your
measurements even if you must order online. Bike fit should not
be underestimated. If you go into a good bike shop as opposed to
a not so good one the difference is quite remarkable as is the
service. Bike fit is for a purpose. When I knew nothing, I went to
buy some bike shoes. It was my first outing and when I tried on
my first pair, I said they were too big and didn't fit. I asked if I
could walk about the shop with them on as you do in Clarks (other
shoe shops are available). The very knowledgeable shop person
then gave me 10 volumes of War and Peace about a cycle shoe,
using words I had never heard before. ‘When do you need to walk
in a cycle shoe, they are for cycling,’ he said
and, ‘it’s all about the catch of the shoe and
the stiffness’.

Geometry is probably the most important set
of data in order to get the best ride and less
pain. For example, the centre of the bar (this
is the post where your handlebars go) to the centre of the seat
post (this is where the saddle tube slots into) can vary by
centimetres from bike to bike so make sure you ask. As I said
most good dealers will cover all of this.

I have focused on a particular bike, the Ribble Gravel AL SRAM
Rival 1x which was the favourite in a recent bike test when put to
the test against a Cannondale and Vitus. You can see it at
www.ribblecycles.co.uk/ribble-gravel-al-rival

There are many variants and many different makes, but this will
give you a flavour of where you should be looking. I am not a fan
of spending money for spending’s sake, but if you were looking for
something different and you can’t up-spec what you have then
this is a good choice.

It is daunting if you know nothing about cycling and this may be
your first venture so here are some explanations of the cycling
jargon used.

Chainrings. Most road bikes have 2 chainrings - the big cogs at
the front which give small jumps between changes as you shift up
and down through the gears. They allow the rider to get a
smoother cadence (turnover of pedals in a circular motion). Some
gravel bikes have 1 chain ring which should be simpler and more
reliable (less things to go wrong) especially in wet and muddy
conditions. Think about why you are buying - if you want an all-
year all-rounder then probably 2 chainrings are best, however, if
it is for winter use then 1 should suffice. It does come down to
personal choice though.

Suspension Fork. This type can soak up vibration and help you to
deal with hard tricky terrain. Gravel bikes usually have minimum
travel (this is the distance a wheel moves up and down to absorb
bumps). Mountain bikes can have substantial travel.

Disc Brakes. These work when applied by pressing the pads
against a disc via the lever. You will see some have discs and some
have the conventional mechanical type (cable actuated or some
hydraulic). Hydraulic gives you maximum control.

Dropper Seat Post. A dropper seat post
allows you to move it up and down and
lock it in place secured by a lever. You
don’t get these on road bikes as the set up
stays the same. If you are riding on

challenging terrain, you can drop your seat so it's out of the way
allowing for greater control.

Flared Bars. Normal road bike bars have the same diameter all
along. Flared bars are wider on the drops (the bottom of the
handlebars) than they are on the hoods (the top of the bars). It
does feel more stable when you are on the drops because they are
wider; you get more confidence gripping the wider sections, they
are good on rough terrain and downhill sections.

To summarise - and I might upset some hardcore roadies - gravel
bikes are versatile all-rounders where much more fun can be had
as opposed to riding a road bike. You can break track and do
something different. Ever ridden down a country lane and looked
at a gap in the forest that disappears into the distance? Well on a
gravel bike you can explore that track and have a right laugh at
the same time. Get a couple of good friends together, pack some
sandwiches and a good flask of coffee and the world’s your
lobster. Honestly, it is so much more fun, but will secretly make
you a better rider with much more confidence.

health

All good dealers will make sure you
give them all your measurements

even if you must order online
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HAIRDRESSER
ANNETTE VAN ES

Chez Martin
16150 Pressignac

For an appt please contact:
05.45.71.56.02
06.50.23.61.37
annette.vanes@orange.fr
siret: 518 364 989 00013

BY

MICHAEL WILLIAM PARK

19 Place Charles de Gaulle. 87210 Le Dorat T. 06 47 43 01 66

Hair designer with many years’ experience, including the Vidal Sassoon team.
My salon is based in the heart of Le Dorat in the Limousin.

health

emmajhodgson@hotmail.co.uk
0656 872967 (Fr mob) 07870 667159 (UK mob)

Mobile Service from 87440

Swedish
Massage
Sports
Massage

Reflexology
Myofascial

Release
EFT

siret: 85160551900012

well-beingtherapies

Couples Counselling  •  Mental Wellbeing  •  Addiction

Jill Martin MSc
Counsellor

Tel. 06 48 96 02 07
Email: jillm@rootscounselling.fr

Siret 88116179800015

www.rootscounselling.fr

Face-to-Face or
86150 Queaux

Initial
consultation

FREE

Ian Scott - Coiffeur anglaisIan Scott - Coiffeur anglais

www.underthelimetree.com
email: nikki@underthelimetree.com

Fontfaix le Haut
16260 Cellefrouin

05 45 84 91 79 / 06 47 24 34 61

Spa days / Spa Nights: hut tub, massage +
lunch / supper + b&b. Gift vouchers available.
Specialist in Hot Stones Massage, Indian Head,
Reiki, Facelift Rejuvenation, Shiatsu

Veggie/Vegan lunches & dinners ‘pop-up’
Cooking classes with Nikki
Digital Photography & Knife-making
workshops with Sean



By Ronnie Ogier

Ronnie is a
passionate

gardener and now
loves sharing her

years of experience
of success and

failures in her own
garden and sharing

it with you. Also a
keen runner, having

been bitten by the
‘Couch to 5K’ bug!

garden
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Jobs to Do

The dry summer has made everything
more difficult, accentuating the need

to conserve water when it does fall in the
winter, to water wisely all year round, to
enrich our soils with moisture-retaining
humus rich compost and to mulch during
the autumn and winter as
the soil, hopefully,
becomes more moist. The
ongoing challenge of
gardening!

Whatever the weather,
September is the time to
start actively planning for
next year. Two activities
worth undertaking now are planting bulbs
for the spring and taking cuttings from
some of this year’s plants to extend the
number you have, or replace those in the

garden this year which may not survive
the winter.

Most spring flowering bulbs benefit from
being planted in September, this will
extend their growing time and improve
spring performance. The exceptions to this

guidance are tulips
which are regularly
planted in
November and
Snowdrops which
are better planted
‘in the green’, that
is just after they
finish flowering in

the spring. Bulb is a generic word covering
plants which store all they need for a
season’s growth within a single ’capsule’
which can survive until the following

growing season with nourishment
or roots.

There are three distinct types of bulbs.
Tulips and alliums shrivel and die after
flowering and are renewed from buds
formed at the base of the old bulb where it
joins the basal plate. For this reason, they
tend to reduce in quality over time until
the newly forming bulbs are large enough
to start flowering, roughly three years.
Narcissus continue from year to year
producing offsets at the side. This is why
the drift you plant gets bigger each year
and in time needs dividing. The third type
of bulb is like a hippeastrum (Amaryllis)
and has embryonic bulbs for three years
ahead within each parent bulb. These are
genuine perennials.

WHO KNOWS WHAT IT WILL BRING! THE DAYS ARE BECOMING
NOTICEABLY SHORTER BUT GIVEN THE WAY OUR CLIMATE IS
CHANGING NO-ONE CAN GUARANTEE IT WILL NOT STILL BE HOT,
DRY AND SUNNY

Most spring flowering bulbs
benefit from being planted in
September, this will extend

their growing time and improve
spring performance

IN SEPTEMBER
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Two
ladies VAN
Garden Waste    ��Barns Cleared

Unoccupied holiday homes checked
in the North Charente, Vienne and Deux-Sevres

For enquiries or rates please contact us on:
0772 388 460 or 0963 681 249

Siret registered

The Homecheckers
For your unoccupied home solutions,

whether you're away for a few days, weeks,

Unoccupied Homes Checked • House & Garden
Maintenance • Key Holding • Mail Forwarding
Meter reading… & much more • Fully Insured

Thehomecheckers.fr
T. 06 71 07 45 38 /  0044 7481 475 379
Email: thehomecheckers.fr@outlook.com

Based in 79190 Sauzé-Vaussais        Siret 90185483600011

etcetera magazine - supporting local business since 2006
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A definite advantage of planting bulbs in September is that you
will be planting around existing plants so you are less likely to dig
up a favourite plant as you put in new bulbs. There are two rules
to planting bulbs. The first is to plant to at least twice the depth of
the bulb. I usually aim for three times the depth, as it is also much
better to plant deeper than shallower. Daffodils, in particular, do
not flower if planted too shallow and much less harm can be done
from planting too deep. The second rule is to plant them pointy
end facing up. This is the end the flower will come from. The
exception to this second rule is imperial fritillary – these need to
be planted 15 to 23 cm deep on their side. These bulbs supposedly
act as a deterrent to moles. Moles have a very sensitive sense of
smell and they dislike the smell of the bulb. As a rule of thumb,
you should plant bulbs as soon as possible after purchase to
reduce the risk of fungal disease. The chance of rotting also
increases the longer they are stored.

All bulbs look good in pots, particularly terracotta ones. These can
then be placed where you want to see and enjoy them. You can
also plant different bulbs in layers, lasagne style, to give a long
continuous and colourful display. To do this select bulbs which
will complement each other in both colour and size – I tend to use
daffodils, tulips, crocus and iris reticulata. Use a fairly large pot,
put crocks, some grit or small stones in the bottom for drainage
topped with a layer of compost, start with daffodils at the lowest
point, cover with compost, add a layer of tulips, cover again and
top with crocus, iris reticulata or even the small early daffodils.
This should give a good display, with the correct plants, from
January to May, and then it’s time to refill the pot with
bedding plants.

Another possible activity for your garden in September is to take
cuttings. To watch a new plant grow from a piece of a stem is
magic! It is the chance to share your plants with friends and to
bring into your garden plants from other places – friends’
gardens, family gardens and if you move house to take with you a
plant that carries memories for you. Just remember you are not
permitted to bring plants into France from another country
without a phytosanitary certificate!

Some books make the process of taking cuttings seem quite
difficult, talking about hard wood, semi-soft wood or tipping
cuttings, and then add to that leaf cuttings and root cuttings, and
by then most people have ‘lost the plot’ and given up. But it isn’t
difficult, it’s very satisfying and the techniques used in each
method are very similar, but suitable for different plants at
different times of the year. For any suitable plant, it just takes a
bit of luck, good sense and keeping an eye on the developing
plants. The advantage of cuttings over collecting seed is that you
will get an exact replica of the original plant,
whereas seeds don’t always produce an
identical plant.

In this article I shall concentrate on stem
cuttings from plants for which now is the right
time of year. Take cuttings in late summer when
the shoots are still soft but beginning to ripen
from the base. The cuttings should root in a month or so, grow on
steadily and will be ready to plant out in the spring. Newly-taken
cuttings must not dry out before you plant them, so plan when
you are able to do the whole process. However, if you are not able
to plant your cuttings immediately, wrap them in damp kitchen
roll, seal in a polythene bag and keep cool; they will last a few
hours, or even a couple of days. The best time of day to take
cuttings is early in the morning while it is cooler, and make sure
you use clean secateurs or a sharp knife.

When you come to plant your cuttings use a light compost, but
one which will retain moisture; to get this add perlite to a
standard sterile compost 50/50. On this occasion don’t use your
garden compost as it will not be sterile and will be too rich for the
cuttings. It isn’t essential to use a rooting compound, either liquid
or powder, but it does help. These are available at most garden
centres, but it is easy to make your own from a most unlikely
source – bramble roots! Brambles grow very vigorously almost
everywhere, and their roots are rich in auxins which promote

growth. To make your own rooting compound pull up a just-
rooted bramble twig, cut the young roots, and put them in water –
here’s your own rooting compound! Willow root works the same
but perhaps more of us have brambles than willow!

So how to take your cuttings! Cut between 10cm and 20cm from a
stem which still has some soft growth but is beginning to ripen at
the base. Remove all the leaves from the lower part of the cutting,
trim the base to just below a leaf joint (at this point roots are most
likely to develop), remove large leaves from the top by cutting
over half off as large leaves will dry out the cutting. Also remove
any flowers, flower buds and fruit. Put potting mix in a 13cm pot,
dip the cut end of the cutting in your rooting compound and
insert into the pot. You will be able to put 5 or 6 cuttings round
the edge of the pot but ensure they are not touching. Water the

cuttings, firm them in and put them in a cool
shady place. They may not need any more
water but it’s worth looking regularly and
feeling the compost to check it’s not too dry.
Cover with a plastic bag or put in a closed
propagator to keep moist. When you see
roots at the bottom of the pots, moisten the

soil by standing the pot in a bowl of water for about an hour, then
carefully tip out your cuttings and pot them on in individual pots.
Keep moist, out of direct sun and frost free until the spring, by
which time you should have a healthy clone of the parent plant.

It is also possible to root cuttings by standing them in water. This
frequently gives lots of roots which you can actually see growing!
But these roots are different from those developed in soil or
compost, their function is purely to transmit water to the plant
tissues, like an aquatic plant. These roots cannot simply be put in
a pot so pack a similar compost around the roots very gently and
keep well-watered to give the plant chance to get used to the new
growing environment.

Plants for which this is an appropriate method include Achillea,
Caryopteris, Chrysanthemum, Delphinium, Euphorbia, Fuchsia,
Geranium, Hebe, Lysimachia, Penstemon, Pyrethrum, Salvia and
many more. Whichever plant you decide to propagate, take at
least five cuttings for a better chance of success. Have fun growing
your own new plants!

It is easy to make your
own from a most unlikely
source – bramble roots!
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Consisting mainly of shrubs and trees
dotted around a grassed area and pots

of pelargoniums and other summer
bedding plants, many traditional French
gardens look after themselves and tolerate
the drought. All of the physical gardening
is concentrated on the potager where the
hard work is rewarded by food. But if you
love herbaceous perennials and
ornamental grasses like we do but want a
low maintenance planting scheme that
rewards you with movement, colour,
texture and form for most of the year then
a prairie garden may be a good solution.

This type of planting scheme was brought
into the public eye by Dutch plantsman
and landscape designer Piet Oudolf in the
early 2000s when he designed some
radically different public green spaces in

this new style, taking inspiration from the
way that in a natural prairie or grassland
wild grasses create a flowing airy backdrop
punctuated by perennial wildflowers.
These planting schemes were designed to
soften the hard infrastructure of cities but
at the same time be lower maintenance
than the traditional and
formal parks
and gardens.

The key elements of
these schemes are clump
forming long lived
grasses and herbaceous
perennials with a variety of flower types,
from the tall spikes or ‘candles’ of plants
such as Veronica, Digitalis, Lysimachia
and Salvia nemorosa, to the rounded balls
of Echinops, Sanguisorba, Eryngium and

Monarda, the umbrellas of Sedum,
Echincea, Verbena and Achillea and the
soft feathery plumes of plants such as
Thalictrum and Macleaya.

It is fair to say that this type of planting
scheme needs quite a bit of space - the
effect does not have the same impact on a

small scale, the plants
are placed out in large
drifts, with
consideration given to
clever combinations
of height, texture,
colour, form and

seasonality. The seasonal interest is based
on making sure that there are at least 30%
of the flowering perennials chosen for
spring, another 30-40% for summer and
30% for the autumn. The faded seed heads

Garden de Vlinderhof in the
Maximapark in Utrecht, designed by
Piet Oudolf in the dutch wave style

Prairie
Planting
WHEN WE EXPERIENCE THE LONG, HOT AND VERY DRY SUMMERS
OVER HERE IT BECOMES OBVIOUS WHY TRADITIONAL FRENCH
GARDENS AND PLANTING SCHEMES

All of the physical gardening is
concentrated on the potager

where the hard work is
rewarded by food

garden
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are left on the plant for late autumn and winter interest and to
provide food and habitat for birds and insects.

Once established the main routine maintenance is to cut back
everything in late winter which should be done by hand with
shears or secateurs for best practices, but it could be achieved
using a mower with the blades on the highest setting. Plants are
allowed to seed around but you may need to remove some of the
most vigorous species from time to time.

Suitable grass species include:

Miscanthus sinensis and its cultivars such as ‘Morning Light’ –
this one ‘does what it says on the tin’ – forming a tall clump of
linear foliage topped by plumes of silvery white flower spikes, the
seed heads lighting up in the low rays of the morning light and are
magnificent throughout the autumn and winter. There is also
Miscanthus sinensis ‘Ghana’ which turns a coppery colour in the
late autumn adding an accent of colour throughout the winter.

Stipa tenuissima is a lower growing grass with very slender foliage
and bearing light, fluffy, tactile seed heads throughout summer
and works well in combination with the taller Stipa gigantea.

Calamagrostis brachytricha is medium height and from
midsummer bears large pale buff-coloured flowers followed by
impressive seed heads that remain on the plant well into
the winter.

Eragrostis elliottii has a glaucous blue colour to its very fine
foliage and flowers and is a medium height plant with an airy,
ethereal habit.

Pennisetum ‘Karley Rose’ forms a medium height spreading
clump with linear foliage and masses of dusky pink fluffy ‘foxtail’
flower spikes from June onwards.

Suitable spring and early summer flowering perennials include:

Thalictrum aquilegifolium, Thalictrum ‘Elin’, Thalictrum
rochebrunianum, Veronica spicata, Lysimachia ephemera,

Camassia quamash, Gaura lindheimeri, Sisyrinchium striatum,
Kniphofia ulvaria, Alliums, Salvia nemorosa, Bulbine fruitescens,

Summer flowering perennials include:

Echinacea purpurea, Echinacea pallida, Eryngium ‘Blue cap’,
Rudbeckia ‘Goldsturm’, Rudbeckia ‘Green Wizard’, Aster ‘Marina
Wolkinski’, Verbena bonariensis, Ipomopsis rubra, Echium
amoenum, Liatris spicata, Lychnis chalcedonia,

Late summer and autumn flowering perennials:

Aster amellus, Hesperantha coccinea, Chrysanthemum ‘Cottage
Bronze’, Agastache rupestris, Galliardia ‘goblin’, Anthemis
tinctora, Origanum vulgare

The best times for planting are early spring or autumn. Prepare
the ground well before planting by removing all perennial weeds
and digging in some well-rotted organic matter. Water in well and
water during dry periods for the first growing season
until established.

Rudbeckia 'Green Wizard'

Hesperantha coccinea

Le jardin créatif

You can browse our plant
list online, and/or pop
along to the nursery on
Saturdays 10am-4pm

www./lejardincreatif.net

Pennisetum 'Karley Rose'
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Rachel Carson, the author of “Silent
Spring”, the book that really started

the concern for endangered nature, made
a similar comment: “In every curving
beach, in every grain of sand, there is a
story of the Earth.”

In fact, to be coldly pedantic, sand is an
expression of grain-size. Something made
up of solid mineral particles between 1/64
th and 2mm in size is sand. The wonder,
as you stand contemplating a glorious
stretch of golden beach, is how it
was formed.

What are beaches made of?

There again, I’ve rather overdone it by
saying “golden beach”. The beaches we are

used to around Britain and Europe do
tend to be golden. That is because most of
them are composed of quartz grains,
lightly stained with iron, and beautifully
graded by the lapping waves that
wash them.

Quartz is, of course, the name for the
mineral composed only of silica, or silicon
dioxide. You can see the mineral itself in
any crystal shop. It has become
fashionable among many people to wear
nicely-shaped (often artificially grown)
quartz crystals in their uncut form of six-
sided prisms.

Quartz exists in many rocks, is a relatively
hard mineral, and resists abrasion quite
well, but it will shatter and break down

into small, often angular fragments. When
it is moved around constantly by water,
the fragments will continue to get smaller
until they reach sand-size, when they are
less likely to abrade each other and
will form a sedimentary deposit.

When they are abraded by wind, as they
are in a desert, the grains tend to be more
worn down by rubbing than by being
smashed against each other, and therefore
take up a more rounded shape – a bit like
the millet you feed to budgerigars. An
experienced sedimentologist can tell at a
glance a beach sand from a desert sand.

The other sort of beach we may be familiar
with is a shell or a coral beach. Here the
fragments, instead of coming from the
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To See a World in a
Grain of Sand
PUZZLED BY MY ARTICLE ABOUT SAND LAST MONTH? A SMALL BUT
VICIOUS GREMLIN GOT INTO THE SYSTEM AND AS A RESULT THE FIRST
PAGE WAS REPEATED THREE TIMES. THIS IMPARTED A DEGREE OF DÉJÀ
VU TO THE ENTIRE ARTICLE!

Take 2!

Gold grains washing out of a heavy-
mineral concentrate sand

Elafonisi beach, island of Crete, where the
beach shows a variable pink hue thanks to

the presence of coloured sea-shells

A brightly-coloured Parrotfish nibbling
coral: part of the process of turning
coral into sand



breakdown of the rocks, are built from the
skeletons of the sea-creatures that lived in
the ocean around. Their remains,
composed mainly of calcium carbonate,
break down more rapidly, to create a soft,
often glitteringly white, beach. These
beaches tend to exist in hotter climes, as
most corals favour warmer waters. In fact,
much of the material on such a beach is
generated by parrotfish, which graze on
the algae that grows on the coral. The
fish’s hard, beak-like jaws scrape off
calcite powder from the coral as they
graze, and this passes unchanged through
their system. Eventually it makes its way
to the beach. You are sun-bathing on
parrotfish poo!

There are not many examples of shelly
beaches in our part of the world, but on
Herm in the Channel Islands is one
glorious beach composed of tiny sea-shells
that is a joy to visit.

Do other minerals form beaches?

In some parts of the world, where other
rocks such as metamorphic rocks and
igneous rocks are more common, beaches
can look – and feel - very different.

The beaches of Iceland and the Canary
Islands, indeed most mid-ocean volcanic
islands, are built from the breakdown of
basalt rock, as that is about the only rock
that exists there. Unlike granite and many
sedimentary rocks, basalt does not contain
quartz, so the minerals left behind when
the rock breaks down are dark-coloured
minerals such as ilmenite, zircon and
rutile. This results in a black or dark-grey
beach, which is exotic once you get used to
it. I used to know travellers who would
seek out the black beaches for their
holidays in preference to the golden ones!
I never worked out why.

Sometimes, other rocks will yield more
exotic minerals. The rocks of parts of
Greenland are very ancient metamorphic
rocks, and they often contain garnets in
quantity, which can be found on the
beaches with some searching. Sadly, the
suitable beaches are often hard to access,
and Greenland is not a locality much
favoured for sun and sea recreation.

Can one find rare minerals?

Other minerals that can form beaches are
very sought-after, and usually the search
for the minerals conflict seriously with
gentle holiday-making. Monazite sands
are rich in minerals that contain uranium,
thorium and a whole range of other
esoteric elements that are becoming very
important in the electronics industry.
These sands tend to be mined, and
besides, they are mildly radioactive!

Most gemstones are hard and resistant to
wear. That is one very important quality a
good gemstone must have, so they can be
found on beaches which have a suitable
source-rock. Probably the most sought-
after gemstone you could find on a beach
is a diamond. Diamonds occur in many

parts of the world, brought to the surface
from the great depths at which they form
by a special volcanic rock called
kimberlite. This is usually mined on the
land, but over millennia, such rocks have
weathered down and their harder
components, such as diamond, have found
their way into beach deposits. Of course,
the diamonds, being very hard and
resistant to erosion, and also very dense
compared with most rock-forming
minerals, tend to be concentrated by the
action of beach-building. Such beaches are
eagerly sought out and mined for the
diamonds they contain. I would not
recommend holidaying there!

Other beaches

There are of course other types of beaches
that you can seek out. One rather esoteric
type of sandy beach is the pink beach.
There seem to be about seven recognised
pink beaches one can visit. The best ones
seem to be in the Bahamas, where the
warm waters encourage pink corals and
even more distinctive pink foraminifera
(single-celled calcite-shelled animals)
whose remains are ground even more
finely by the sea to achieve a soft pinkness
in the sand. There is one pink beach in
Crete, which, being in colder
(Mediterranean) waters devoid of coral
and foraminifera, depends on finely-
broken pink seashells for its colour.

There is the pebble or shingle beach. There
the breaking-down of the components has
not progressed very far, and you are left
with rounded flinty stones a few
centimetres in diameter. Brighton beach is
a famous example. Anyone who has laid
down a blanket and tried to relax on
Brighton Beach will have suffered one of
the drawbacks of pebbles. The other is that
a pebble beach is very difficult to walk on,
as so much energy is lost in recovering
from the foot’s tendency to slide
backwards by the natural caster-effect of
the rounded pebbles.

Possibly the most famous pebble beach is
Chesil Beach in Dorset. Here the pebbles
have actually been sorted by size along the
29 Km length of the beach from small
pebbles at the north end to larger cobbles
at the south, the Portland end. In the dark
or in a fog, local fishermen could tell their
position along the beach simply by picking
up a handful of pebbles.

Finally, there is the cobble beach. These
are quite rare. The most celebrated is
Budleigh Salterton beach in Devon, where
huge quartzite cobbles washed out of an
older deposit in the cliffs have formed a
beach which is very difficult to walk on
and almost impossible to relax on. I hasten
to add, though, that Budleigh Salterton
itself is a delightful town!

(Et voila…. gremlin free!)

nature

A huge, curving Saharan-type sand-dune,
showing wind-ripples and the advancing

Dawn at Budleigh Salterton, Devon. The huge size of the
cobble beach-stones can be judged from the
full-sized rowing-boat
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The little creature I am describing used
to be confined to the Mediterranean

region. Now it has spread worldwide, and
is not uncommon in America. Yet
strangely, it is never found in the UK. To
many British people it will come as a
real surprise.

I am talking about the house centipede
(scutigère in French), Scutigera
coleoptrata. At first sight it doesn’t look
anything like a centipede. It resembles
nothing so much as a small feather lying
on the floor or, somehow, stuck to the
wall. It is about 2.5 to 3.5 cm long in the
body; when antennae and tail-spines are
included, it can be up to 10 cm long. If you
try to touch it, it will scuttle away at an
amazing speed, about 40 cm per second,
which for such a small creature
is impressive.

Let’s Have a Closer Look

The really surprising thing is that you
cannot easily tell which end is the front

until it is actually in motion. Not only is
the animal symmetrical side-to-side, it
seems symmetrical front-to back. This of
course has the double effect of confusing
prey and predators. If you, with your
powerful eyesight and sharp intelligence,
are unsure which way the creature is going
to run, what chance has an invertebrate?

On closer inspection
you will see that the
body is very like that
of the centipedes that
we are more familiar
with, but instead of
their short legs, this
creature when adult
has 15 pairs of long
legs, graded for size to produce an
attractive oval outline. There is a pair of
very long sensitive antennae on the head,
and two very long tail-spines at the other
end, so that front and back look very
similar on even quite a lingering study. If
you see a house centipede with fewer than

15 pairs of legs, it is either a sub-adult or
has been in a fight!

The head is equipped with small but
efficient eyes, so the creature can see quite
well. It has been shown that the eyes are
very sensitive to ultraviolet light, and the
creature can, by sight, distinguish between

closely similar flies.
Quite why it should be
so enabled, when it
hunts at night using
its antennae rather
than its eyes, is a
matter for some
debate. However, this
skill may well be

important in distinguishing harmless prey
from dangerous prey.

One other trick up the house centipede’s
sleeve – almost literally – is that it can
deliver a dose of venom. Now this is not
altogether surprising in a creature that
eats other invertebrates, but the odd thing

Your Fast and
Furious Friend!
IT LOOKS JUST LIKE A FEATHER, BUT IT DOESN’T HALF RUN!

You cannot easily tell which
end is the front until it is

actually in motion

nature

View of the head of a house centipede. The envenomating "arms" are the short
orange appendices just in front of the face
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is that it does not deliver the venom by
biting. The foremost legs, just behind the
mouth, have been adapted to stab the prey
and deliver the venom, so it is more of an
injection! The creature’s normal approach
is to ensnare the prey within its very
prehensile legs and deliver the poison – a
technique known to entomologists as
“lassoing” - but with something that can
strike back, like a wasp or a spider, it will
stalk the prey, deliver a swift dose then
stand back until the poison
has taken effect.

How Can I Share My Home
with Such a Creature?

Now I don’t want you to
view this little creature
with fear. It is not coming
to get you. It would rather scuttle away
and hide. It can attack a human, but will
not unless you have really annoyed it by
picking it up to play with it, or by standing
on it. Then it may sting, but only if it can
find skin delicate enough to penetrate. If it
does succeed in envenomating you, the
effect is very transient, with slight swelling
and reddening of the immediate area
(assuming that you do not have an allergy
to the venom, which is rare). But I repeat,
the house centipede is not aggressive
toward humans.

So, what do you do about the house
centipede? The answer is, nothing. Leave
it to do its own thing. It likes the cleanness
of your home, the dark corners, the moist
but not soggy places, and most of all it
loves the other invertebrates that live
there. Your new friend will eat up spiders,
silverfish, bed bugs, cockroaches, termites
– all those things that you hate – and does
not build untidy webs.

Also, as I explained earlier, the little
creature prefers to hunt at night, using its
sensitive antennae to seek out its prey. If
you see one during the day, it is because it

has been caught in the wrong place by the
dawn. Leave it alone and it will make
itself scarce.

But why is it in your house? The answer
may be that it likes the warmth, especially
in the autumn and winter, and that you
have plenty of things for it to eat. Indeed,
the house centipede, unlike other
centipedes, can spend its entire life in your
house. It is well-nigh impossible to stop

house centipedes
entering your home –
they can crawl through
openings you can barely
detect – and they are
hard to poison, as they
only go for live prey.
But if you have other

pests, you may want to get them
eliminated, and if the number of those is
reduced, you will get fewer
house centipedes.

Personally, I find house centipedes quite
endearing. My only problem is stopping

my cats from trying to play with them. The
centipedes definitely do not like that!

As with most human-animal interactions,
it is all down to live and let live. If you are
overrun with house centipedes, you may
have a problem, but it will by no means
involve the centipedes alone – they will be
profiting from a much larger problem
somewhere else in your home.

Finally, if you cannot stand the thought of
a creepy-crawly anywhere in your house,
please answer me this question: Why did
you come to live in rural France?!

Furious Friend!

By Mike George
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The house centipede,
unlike other centipedes,
can spend its entire life

in your house

Full-grown house centipede on a
man's palm, for scale

Enjoying a large fly

House centipede as one
usually first sees it. Which
way is it going? (Hint - the
head is the blunt end!)



When Feeding
Goes Wrong!

Like all goat keepers, I am very aware of
the dangers of bloat and acidosis when

ruminants eat too much rich food. I
always keep grain locked away and feed
chickens outside the goat enclosure.

Goats will gobble up any protein- or carb-
rich food as they are naturally inclined to
find the most nutritious food they can. In
the wild, this serves them well, but in the
farmyard, it can lead to serious rumen
dysfunction and sudden death. The rumen
is adapted for breaking down tough fibres
in order to build proteins, some vitamins,
and release energy. Concentrated protein
or energy feed, like grain or pellets
(granulés), cause the rapid fermentation
by certain microbes which release acid and
kill off the other beneficial
microorganisms in the rumen. The same
effect can occur when damp, fermenting
cuttings are consumed. So, we know to
only feed goats very small amounts of
concentrate, and when we need to increase
the amount before kidding, we do it very
gradually, to let the rumen adjust.

So imagine my surprise when one of my
goats gets acidosis and bloat – after all the
precautions I take to avoid exposing them
to unsuitable feed. The normal causes just
did not happen: she did not escape the
enclosure; she didn’t raid the feed bins; I
didn’t give her too many treats. I just gave
her some hay.

We had just had a delivery of newly cut
hay. It was properly dry, so not
fermenting, and it smelled delicious. I was
going to keep it for winter, but a bale
broke, so I fed it to the goats straight
away. They loved it! Next day, all the goats

were fine except my oldest. Coco is 10
years old and retired from kidding and
milking. Like all pet goats and retirees, she
only needs pasture, bushes and hay in her
diet. So she doesn’t get rich food, and her
illness was a mystery.

Sure enough, she stopped eating, chewing
cud, and her abdomen was rather large. At
first, I found her resting in the barn while
the others were out grazing. A little later,
she was still there. When she refused food,
I rubbed her rumen (left side) and found it
felt hard and inflated at the top, and she
was not burping. This is a sure sign of
bloat (la météorisation) – a condition that
is highly dangerous if not relieved quickly.
This was soon followed by very soft,
smooth droppings, most unlike the normal
small pellets.

The vet diagnosed
acidosis (une acidose),
which is when certain
microbes froth up the
rumen content and gas
gets trapped, causing
bloat (une météorisation
spumeuse). She
prescribed Rumi Actif®: a powder
containing electrolytes, sodium
bicarbonate, yeast, thiamine, and a
suitable culture to repopulate the rumen.
This should neutralise the acids, rehydrate
my goat, and provide her with vitamins
and minerals she needs to recover. We had
to give her 40 g of powder mixed with 60
ml of water twice a day. The problem is the
powder is insoluble, grits up the dosing
syringe, and Coco really struggled to avoid
taking it. We did not manage to get much
down her, but I found that by rubbing her
rumen firmly, I could induce her to burp
and relieve the pressure. That night, I was
up every two hours to repeat this massage.
I also had to regularly clear up very liquid
diarrhoea.

The next day, the vet returned and showed
me how to dose her with a larger dosing
syringe that she lent us. She said it was
vital that we got the product into her to
neutralise the acidosis. Although the
product is always difficult to use, it is very
effective and very necessary to resolve this
dangerous condition. Even the vet
struggled to get Coco to ingest it, but the
first dose was in. She also gave Coco
sodium bicarbonate and a pain
killer intravenously.

The vet also recommended hay tea, which
Coco loved and consumed in large
quantities. This would have contained the
kind of microorganisms that would help to
restore rumen function. To make hay tea,
simply pour hot (not boiling) water over a
handful of hay in a bucket and leave to
cool; then remove the hay.

I asked the vet to look at our new hay. She
said it was rich in leguminous plants, like
clover. The hay had been harvested for
Arab and Selle Français horses,
competition steeds, and we had bought
some of the excess crop. Like lactating
cows and goats, these animals need a
higher protein diet. I expect the pasture
was a cultivated blend for high
performance. No wonder the hay smelt so
good! But ruminants need to adjust slowly

to such feed.

With effort and
helpers, we managed
to dose Coco
successfully twice a
day, although she
struggled and wheezed

after each treatment, having got very
stressed and inhaled a little of the product.
Fortunately, it did not get into the lungs –
there is a danger of this occurring and
causing further complications. Most
veterinary sites advise a stomach tube to
introduce products for frothy bloat to
reduce this risk, but this procedure needs
to be done by an experienced person.

I continued to visit Coco every two hours
night and day to burp her, and by the third
day she was burping readily. Diarrhoea
cleared up after two nights, but she did not
defecate again until the fifth day, when
droppings returned to normal. On the
third day, she ate a little dried nettle and
some hazel and chestnut leaves. The next
evening, she came out to greet the others
and grazed a little, then ate last year’s hay
overnight. Six days after her illness
started, she was back to normal.

However, there are complications that can
follow acidosis. It really upsets the system.
As rumen bacteria normally build up the
goat’s requirement for B vitamins, these
are lacking after a rumen upset. This can
lead to goat polio
(polioencephalomalacia), a nervous
disorder leading to disorientation and
blindness. Fortunately, Rumi Actif®

By Tamsin Cooper

Tamsin Cooper is a
smallholder and

writer with a
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animal behaviour
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DESPITE CARE AND DILIGENCE WE EXPERIENCED PROBLEMS THIS YEAR -
SO WHAT HAPPENED?

farm life
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The hay had been
harvested for Arab and
Selle Français horses,

competition steeds

Coco,
healthy
again
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supplies the thiamine needed to avoid this.
Clostridial bacteria, present in small
quantities in healthy animals, may
propagate excessively releasing toxins that
cause enterotoxemia, which can lead to a
painful death. A yearly vaccine against
clostridial diseases (for example,
Miloxan®) is recommended. Thirdly,
laminitis (inflammation of the hoof wall) –
also called founder (une fourbure) – can
cause lameness and deformation of the
hoof if left untreated.

A week after recovery, I noticed the outer
hoof wall of Coco’s front feet were bowing
outwards slightly and each foreleg had a
slightly enlarged toe. The hoof wall was
sensitive to the touch and the sole was an
unusual white colour. These are signs of
inflammation from laminitis. The vet
prescribed three anti-inflammatory
intramuscular injections – one per day. I
also gave her cold, salted foot baths to
reduce the inflammation, but she was not
keen on these either! After three days, the

inflammation was gone and the sole
returned to its normal grey colour. I
trimmed the hooves to ensure they were
the best shape.

So, finally Coco is healthy and back to
normal, and we learned three very
important lessons: to find out which plant
species are in any hay that we buy; that
even hay may need introducing gradually;
and (for non-production goats) to buy only
natural meadow hay (foin de pré), rather
than cultivated hay (foin de prairie).



These long drawn out hot days can have
an impact on our sport and the welfare

of our quarry.

As mentioned in last month’s article, fish -
like us - need oxygen and water has only a
very tiny amount of dissolved oxygen
compared to air. The amount of dissolved
oxygen water can absorb falls as the
temperature rises. This can affect where
fish are to be found in the warmer months.

Shallow areas of lakes can be good places
to fish in early summer as the water is
warming up. Sunlight warms the surface
layers more quickly than the depths and
the shallow areas and the downwind side
of lakes are the places to head for when the
air temperature is warmer than the water.
At this time of year however the shallows
can be too warm for the comfort of most
fish and if the wind is blowing warmer,
less oxygenated surface water towards the
shallows then you will often find the fish in
deeper water where they feel more
comfortable. As evening falls and the
surface water cools they may return to the
shallower areas to spend the night. Early
to mid morning is a good time to try and
locate where the fish are. Look out for
bubbling and porpoising fish. By early
afternoon the show may be over until dusk
begins to fall.

As every ‘Mr. Crabtree’ reader will know,
weir pools are a good place for fishing
rivers in late summer going into autumn.
Not all weirs however are the same.
Typically we find two types of weir: surface
skimming weirs and sluices or races where
the water passing through is from deeper
down. Hydro power stations and old flour
mills are the places to find the latter type
of weir. The difference from a fishing point
of view is that a surface skimming weir
only allows the warmest water
downstream, often after cascading down a
waterfall or long drop. The sluice or mill
race type of weir allows cooler water to
pass through often without the cascade.
The water downstream of a surface
skimming weir can be too warm for the
comfort of the fish and if the agitation is
too vigorous bubbles will be carried
throughout the water column before

eventually rising to the surface. A mill race
or hydro output can be a better bet as it
represents a ‘solid’ slice of water taken
from the cooler depths and without the
turbulence of the cascade.

Some barbel will remain in the fast water
below weirs all summer after spawning
and only move out when the first floods of
autumn cool the water. Chub too haunt
weir pools in summer months, preferring
the slower moving water and eddies where
they share the best places with any
resident carp that sometimes can be seen
very close to the bank away from the main
flow, but close enough to venture out into
it every now and then. Pike, zander and
catfish haunt the tail of the weir in search
of prey.

When fishing weir
pools I look for
slightly deeper, more
settled water just
below the turbulence
of the weir itself. The
tail end of the weir
where the water runs
smoothly is my
favoured place to
start especially if the depth is 1 metre or
even more especially if there are weed
beds with channels wide enough to drop a
bait into. As the month draws on this weed
will become a nuisance as it dies off and
drifts down river in huge clumps. But at
the moment it is worth its weight in gold
for fish, insects and anglers. Overhanging
trees also provide refuge for many species
and can be a good place to fish when there
are sunshine and blue skies.

Incidentally, what isn’t widely appreciated
is the way that weirs can be good places to
fish in winter. Water in lakes and rivers
becomes stratified due to temperature
changes from the surface down. Some
surface skimming weirs act like mixer taps
and distribute water from the surface
layers into shallow areas below the weir
where in time the stratification will
resume as the water continues
downstream. As the air temperature cools
in September / October the areas below
surface skimming weirs will be cooler than

further downstream in deeper waters and
should be avoided. In winter though, any
sunny day will warm the surface layers
that will then tumble over the weir and
warm the water immediately below it,
cooling as it travels downstream. Fish will
be attracted to this small increase in
temperature and move closer to the source
of it.

September Opportunities

September is traditionally regarded as the
time that barbel and carp start to feed
more reliably than in the hotter months of
June through to August. Predators too
become more active as the water cools and
this time of year can provide anglers with
their best chance of increasing their
personal best specimens. By the end of
next month baits will have to be scaled
down in response to the fish’s reduced
appetites and so late September and into
October marks the last hurrah with large
baits such as huge chunks of luncheon
meat and 20mm halibut pellets getting
their last outings of the year.

 At this time of year anglers often see
flying fish in the form of fry taking to the
air to evade predators attacking from
below. The assailants could be trout, perch
or zander as these species tend to hunt in
packs herding smaller fish towards places
where they can ambush them and take out
as many as possible. It is a good idea to
have a rigged spinning rod handy to take
advantage of any such activity in your
swim as quite often the predators will
return time after time to the same places.

Zander can be
also targeted
using the sort of
quiver tip tackle
more often
associated with
barbel or chub
fishing. Fill the
swim feeder with
a mixture of

breadcrumbs and mashed sardines and
swap your hair rigged end tackle for a wire
trace and small treble with fresh fish dead
bait. Zander favour deeper, fast flowing
water on rivers and the deepest holes in
lakes. Strike at any knock or twitch of the
tip as zander are notoriously shy biters
despite their fearsome appearance.

Perch and black bass will also be active
feeding on this year’s fry. Small spinners
cast towards any signs of small fry
skipping out of the water can lure these
cannibals. Often the pursuer is only a little
bit larger than the pursued, but more often
than not there will be larger predators
close by waiting for their chance to
ambush the perch and zander shoals.

Remember too that the trout season ends
at dusk on the last Saturday of the month.
Between now and then is an ideal time to
hunt down the old, wily cannibal trout that
have avoided the worm baits of the
pêcheurs all summer.

angling

WE SEEM TO BE RETURNING TO THE CYCLE OF VERY HOT SUMMERS
AFTER A FEW YEARS OF COOLER SUMMERS WITH UNUSUALLY
HIGH RAINFALL

Angling in
Hot Weather

By Clive Kenyon

As every ‘Mr. Crabtree’ reader
will know, weir pools are a good

place for fishing rivers in late
summer going into autumn
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Back in the 1930s, the story goes, the
first liquid shampoo appeared and

became hugely popular. Over a round of
golf one day, an advertising executive
offered the leading manufacturer a
guarantee of doubling his sales. With the
contract won, he simply added to the label
the instruction ‘Rinse and Repeat’. What
we might call the links effect. Selling us
stuff today requires considerably
more sophistication.

I recall this tale as I shamble along the
cosmetics aisle of our local supermarket,
examining deodorants. I don’t normally
bother but the neighbours have been
complaining, (and they own cows). My
daily underarm blast of WD40 – a proper
guy’s scent which is also great for your
joints – is apparently no longer up to the
job. Anyway, as I peruse the shelves, I
notice the men’s products have names like
“Axe”, “Speedster” or “Wolf”. There’s
probably one here somewhere called
“Psycho”. When I examine the women’s
body sprays (in the interests of research,
you understand), I see names such as
“Jasmine” or “Cool Water”; there’s one
called “English Rose”.

Although advertisers love to exaggerate
this “men are ‘X’ but women are ‘Y’” trope,
there clearly are differences. (For example,
Mrs. W maintains that only a man can fall
asleep immediately after an argument. Or
even during one). However, the ad people
know that boosting men’s idea of
masculinity is always a winner, hence

those cosmetics’ names. I never fall for
such trickery, although impulse buying is a
weakness (I once left Lidl with two tins of
tomatoes and an arc welding kit).

It's been said that advertising is the art of
arresting human intelligence long enough
to extract money from it. Back in the
1960s TV ads
showcased
improbable
families in which
mum shared with
her neighbour a
deranged level of
excitement over
the whiteness of
her pillow cases.
She bought Oxo cubes to give her meals
‘man appeal’ and made sure the hoovering
was done before her grinning doofus of a
husband returned home. In later years,
cashing in on increased female buying
power, the marketing people flipped the
equation to focus on super-mum with
baby on her hip, whipping up a casserole
while simultaneously sorting out the car
insurance. Doofus was still grinning but
this time in bewildered admiration.

Nowadays, however, nobody escapes being
patronised (that means talked down to). In
this realm of equal-opportunities,
everyone in TV adverts is an idiot; the
infantilising of adults now relentless.
Giggling women dance around a meadow
in threes, ecstatic at their choice of hair
colour; the men, beers in hand, bray like

five-year-olds as some fatuous computer
game plays out on a screen the size of a
furniture truck. And look! There are cute
cartoon characters to help us understand
what toothpaste does! These CGI horrors
are everywhere, flogging everything from
used cars to drain cleaner. Aspiration now
usurped by idiocy.

The meaningful change, at least on UK
television, sees adverts suddenly
populated by people who actually
resemble the world outside. The shameful
and absurd all-white portrayal of society
was a fixture for so long that the recent
shift feels jarring and contrived; every
company now hollering, “Hey, get us -
aren’t we inclusive?”, their message
delivered with sledgehammer subtlety.

With digital TV recorders allowing us to
speed through the adverts, the industry is
fighting back through directly sponsored
programmes and, particularly, product
placement. Heineken, for example, paid a
reputed $45 million for their beers to
appear in the James Bond film “Skyfall”.
No longer shaken or stirred?

Creating a desire in order to then satisfy it
is the industry’s field of dreams: if they
build it, we will come. I never longed to
roast a chicken in twelve minutes until a
Toshiba salesman told me I could. On and

on it goes; rinse and
repeat, if you will.
Advertising is the
incessant whisper that
we’d be more fulfilled if
only we used/
owned/bought….

But this psychology is
intriguing because even
the most venal and cynical

industry experts are clueless how their
best ideas work or why they often don’t. In
fact, we don’t understand it either; we are
contrary and utterly illogical. Witness the
gormless “Shake’n’Vac” TV ads of the
1980s, voted the ‘Most Irritating
Commercial Ever’ while proving
staggeringly successful for years. Many
insanely expensive ad campaigns have
crashed because they misread public taste
or were simply mis-timed.
Unpredictability is our greatest weapon
of resistance.

Hence, I take great satisfaction from the
words of US department store magnate
John Wanamaker, who, almost a century
ago, lamented, “Half the money I spend on
advertising is wasted; the trouble is, I
don't know which half.”

The marketing people flipped
the equation to focus on

super-mum with baby on her
hip, whipping up a casserole
while simultaneously sorting

out the car insurance

Brian White lives in
south Indre with

his wife, too many
moles and not

enough guitars

opinion

Ad Nauseam



With binoculars or a small telescope it
was possible to spot the Comet

called C/2017 K2 (PANSTARRS) as it
continued its journey past the
constellation of Scorpius. I managed to
image it in July with my DSLR camera -
only the second Comet I have ever seen!
By September, unfortunately, it will have
sunk too low in the horizon. Keep an eye
on the various free apps available to
predict other possible comet spotting
opportunities this month. There are,
however, many other things to look out for
over the coming weeks.

A few of the prominent constellations and
star patterns to search for in the southern
skies - looking from left to right - will be:

The Pleiades - the beautiful star cluster
which rises close to Mars this month.

Andromeda - where the Andromeda
Galaxy can be visible to the naked eye in
clear conditions.

Cygnus - The Swan flying south through
the main core of the Milky Way.

The Milky Way can also be viewed towards
the north and south, forming a vast and
beautiful arc of dusty light.

The Moon and Planets in September

Moon phases;

First Quarter Phase: 3rd just after 7pm.

Full Moon Phase: 10th at around 11am.

Last Quarter Phase: 17th just before 11pm.

New Moon Phase: 25th just before 11pm.

One lunar viewing highlight for this month
will occur on the mornings of the 16th and
17th when a quarter phase Moon will seem
to pass close by The Pleiades star cluster
(to its right and above) and the planet
Mars (seen just below the Moon). The sky
will be brightening as astronomical
twilight arrives just before 6am but you
may just spot the
cluster amongst this
grouping looking
towards the south,
high in the sky. On
the morning of the
25th, when daylight
returns later, you
may see a narrow
crescent Moon
accompanied by
Venus, rising on the eastern horizon.

Jupiter and Saturn are in much more
prominent positions in the night skies this
month. They are becoming more
photogenic too, as the autumn progresses.
At around 11pm on the 10th and 11th, you
can observe Jupiter close to a bright full
Moon in the east-south east.

Meteor Showers: The Aurigids and
The Southern Taurids

After what was the most spectacular show
from the Perseid shower in August, this
month has two more minor showers to
look out for. The Aurigids, which normally
have two peak dates, will be most active on
the 1st of September. The hourly rate,
across the whole of the sky - which would
be impossible to view yourself - is only
around 7. They can be bright however, so
still worth keeping watch. The
constellation of Auriga can be found
within the northern arc of the Milky Way.
The Southern Taurids will begin on the
10th and can produce very bright fireballs.
Remember to allow around 30 minutes for
your eyes to become adjusted to the
darkness before observing as you will spot
far more in the night sky as you wait for
your 'shooting star!'.

Star of the month: Denab

Denab is the 19th brightest star in the
night sky (as seen from Earth). As it is the

lead star in the constellation of Cygnus
(The Swan) Denab is more formally
referred to as Alpha Cygni. It has a
magnitude (brightness) of 1.3 and is
thought to be around 300 times wider
than our Sun. At this time of the year it is
very easy to see as it marks the position of
the tail of The Swan as it travels

southwards across
the sky. It also
forms one corner of
the Summer
Triangle. The word
Denab translates in
Arabic to mean
'tail'. Denab can
seem much less
bright than the

other two stars of Altair and Vega. This is
because this huge blue-white supergiant is
so much further away; it’s 1,500 light
years away.

Object of the month: Comets

I had the chance to image my second
Comet recently. It was so beautiful to be
able to see this incredible object before it
leaves our skies on its journey around the
Sun. These objects are in fact thought to
be remnants of the formation of the Solar
System. As a Comet - which is a large
chunk of ice and dust - approaches the
Sun, it begins to vaporise producing longer
and longer tails made of gas and dust.
These are the parts we can observe most
easily, often with the aid of binoculars.
The Comet will also shed tiny particles of
rocky dust which are known as
'meteoroids'. As these particles crash into
the Earth's atmosphere we can observe
them as meteors or 'shooting stars'. There
are long-period comets which will orbit
the Sun during periods of thousands of
years, a few short-period comets which
can be observed each year, and new
comets whose discoveries make the news.
It is possible, if you observe a comet with
binoculars or a small telescope over the
period of a few nights, to chart its
movement amongst the stars during its
orbit around the Sun.

Claire Wardlaw,
originally from

Edinburgh, lives in
the Charente with

her husband. Since
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Astrophotography France’

By ClaireWardlaw

WELCOME TO A NEW MONTH OF STARGAZING! DID YOU
HAVE A CHANCE TO LOOK FOR THE COMET IN AUGUST?

Night Sky
The
astronomy
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As a Comet - which is a large
chunk of ice and dust - approaches

the Sun, it begins to vaporise
producing longer and longer tails

made of gas and dust
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astronomy

Observing
Challenge:

As the slightly longer nights return
the stars will begin to appear a

little earlier each evening. I love to
look out for the brightest stars as
twilight creeps in and the Sun's

glow leaves the sky. The stars, and
at times a bright planet, seem to
appear one by one. Why not see

if you can spot them.

 First up should be Arcturus. Then
you can look for the three bright

stars of the Summer Triangle:
Altair, Vega and Denab. Of

course, I often wait impatiently for
Polaris - our pole star - which is
far less bright, in order to begin

the process of setting up my
imaging telescope. You can check
out a free app such as Stellarium
to find out where, in particular,

you should be looking.

At the time of printing, N.A.S.A
had set three possible dates for
the launch of the Space Launch

System Rocket for the Artemis 1
mission. These dates are 29th
August, the 2nd and the 5th of

September. This will be an
uncrewed test flight of the SLS

Orion rocket. Following on from
this test flight, N.A.S.A has set a
date for the Artemis 1 launch as
no earlier than February 2023.

The Artemis 1 is a series of
increasingly complex missions

which will enable human
exploration of the Moon and
Mars. Artemis 3 is planning to
return humans to the Moon
in 2024.... Watch this space

for news updates!

Sound does not travel in space.
The vacuum of outer space has
essentially zero air. Sound is just

vibrating air, therefore without air
space there is no sound.
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Comet K2, one of the most distant 'active'
comets ever discovered

Denab with the North America Nebula
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home & specialist

Now gizmos and gadgets are probably
not the first thing you think of when

you look at your fireplace, but what if I
told you there are whozits and whatzits
galore that can make your whole fireplace
experience that much better. From 5th to
1st, here are my recommended top 5…

5. An Ash Vacuum

Alright, alright… any type of cleaning
gadget is hardly the most exciting thing in
the world but what it lacks in excitement,
it certainly makes up for in usefulness.
Using a dustpan and brush to clean the
inside of your stove or fireplace can make
such a mess, releasing dust and ash into
the air, not to mention how tricky it is to
get into those corners. Turning on the Ash
Vac and cleaning your fireplace takes only
a minute or two and you won’t have to
empty the drum nearly as often as you
think. You can use an ash vacuum for
stoves, fireplaces, pellet burners and even
BBQs and outside chimineas. Personally, I
use mine mainly for my pellet burner and
now I would never be without one again!

4. Stove Fan

This one is for the stove users among us.

Stove fans do not require batteries, nor do
they need to be plugged in. They work
instead using a device called a ‘Peltier’.
When the bottom of the stove fan, the side
sitting on the stove, becomes sufficiently
hotter than the top, the difference in
temperature is converted into a voltage
and the blade will start spinning. Now the
idea of stove fans is not to ‘blow out hot
air’ but rather to churn up the air in the
room and create convection, gently
moving the heat from the stove across the
room, helping achieve a more stable
temperature through the space. Stove fans
are a great tool for distributing some of the
heat from your stove away from the burner
itself, into neighbouring rooms or
sometimes even up stairs. They work
especially well if your stove is too big for
the space it’s tasked with heating.

For those of you with insert stoves
wondering; "how can I use a stove fan
when I have no where to stand it?", not to
worry. Inserts are built in a way that

induces convection in the room naturally
by way of the canopy built above the
insert. The general idea is that with the
insert stove shape being domed at the top,
the directional, infrared heat is given off to
the canopy above (which is often insulated
to maximise the heat retention) and
released through vents in the canopy
thanks to heat diffusion to colder locations
(the room). This then draws cooler air
back into the canopy to replace the heated
air and creates the same convection that
the stove fan induces.

Having said that, there are some options
on the market which attach to the stove
glass itself. Typically though, those with
inserts simply don't need stove fans as the
same convection which the stove fan is
there to create is already present.

3. Stove pipe thermometer

The top three on this list, I consider to be
‘must haves’ for anyone with a wood
burning stove in their home. I always tell
my customers: “using a stove without a
stovepipe thermometer is like driving a car
without a speedometer”.

If when using your stove, you are not
burning it hot enough, the gases in your

Top 5
Gadgets
EVERYONE LOVES A GOOD GADGET. SOME MAKE OUR DAY-TO-DAY
LIFE EASIER, SOME ARE SIMPLY A GIMMICK, AND OTHERS ARE JUST
DOWNRIGHT FUN TO PLAY WITH

5

4

3

YOU NEED
FOR YOUR
FIREPLACE

THIS
WINTER
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home

wood (where the majority of the heat is
stored) will not burn in the firebox and
will instead escape into the chimney. Pair
this with the low flue gas temperature
(from not getting enough heat into the
system) and the sluggish draw of your
chimney won’t be sufficient enough to pull
the smoke from your chimney, causing the
formation of creosote and likely tar.

On the other hand, If you burn too hot,
you risk ‘over firing’ your appliance. Your
stove is designed to take heat up to a
certain temperature. Exceeding this
number can cause your baffle plate (the
plate protecting the outlet of the stove),
the grate and other internal components
like fire bricks or back plates to warp.
Warped components must be repaired or
more often than not, replaced to protect
the body of the stove from warping,
something that cannot be repaired.

Just like Goldilocks and her porridge, the
temperature of your stove has to be ‘just
right’ and the only way you can know this
for sure is to use a thermometer. The
window of optimum operation is rather
large (between 125-300C for most stoves)
but it pays to make sure you’re burning in
this window. Just make sure you check if
the thermometer you’ve picked up is for
your stove, or your stovepipe. This should
be clearly labelled on the packaging.

2. A Moisture Meter

The wood you burn on your stove may
look and feel dry to the touch, but it may
not be ready for burning just yet. It is
imperative to keep moisture out of your
chimney. Any humidity in the system acts
to ‘steal’ the heat you are trying to achieve
from the burn, evaporating the moisture
in the wood and sending it up the
chimney. Most people know damp wood is
a one-way ticket to a tarred-up chimney
and preventing this can be as easy as
sticking two metal prongs into your wood.

To use a moisture meter, you must first
split the wood you are looking at burning
and measure the freshly split edge. A

moisture content of 20% or less is ready to
burn however a reading anywhere around
10% is what would be considered
‘seasoned’. If you fell your own trees and
prepare the wood yourself, this gadget is
essential to make sure the fuel you’ve been
preparing is ready to be set alight. Even if
you receive your wood from a local farmer
or a wood merchant, this tool could be the
difference between you and a nasty bill for
the tar you’ve just created in the chimney
having to be chemically treated and
removed – but that’s another topic
in itself!

1. A Carbon Monoxide Alarm

The number one gadget you and anyone
else with a fireplace need to have is a
Carbon Monoxide (CO) alarm. Any room
housing a flame based appliance should
have a CO alarm installed as standard
before the appliance is even lit for the first
time. Any professional installer will be
certain to make sure they leave you with
one installed in the room before they
commission the installation however with
so many stoves being installed ‘DIY’, This
crucial piece of the puzzle is far too
often missed.

Carbon Monoxide is both tasteless and
odourless and unless you are on the
lookout for the symptoms, you would have
no way of knowing you may be breathing
in such a dangerous gas. Drowsiness,

headaches, nausea and a feeling of
intoxication are all known symptoms at
lower concentrations and in high
concentrations, CO inhalation has led
tragically to some fatalities. For more
information on Carbon Monoxide, there
are plenty of education and awareness
resources online or of course, you can
always ‘speak to your sweep’.

Now the fact of the matter is, the chance of
you having an issue with Carbon
Monoxide is incredibly slim… but it’s not
zero. Carbon monoxide alarms are
inexpensive and quite seriously, it really
could save a life.

Like most gadgets, these items can all be
found online or often Chimney Sweeps
tend to stock the essentials themselves. I
recommend making sure your CO alarm is
a sealed unit with a battery life of 7 years
or more. If you’re not sure what you’re
buying is the right tool for the job, ‘speak
to your sweep’ and I’m sure they will offer
all the advice you need.

2

1
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Contact Nick on email:
nickthesweep@gmail.com
or T. 05 45 71 33 36

Siret 81968203000013

● Certificates issued for every sweep
● Over 10 years’ experience.
● Depts. 16, 17, 79, 86
● Registered Chambre de

Métiers et de l'Artisanat

Chimney sweepChimney sweep

Read the digital
version at

www.etceteraonline.org

Advertise Your Business

From as little as 39€ ttc

New edition -
every month Contact Sam or Gayle:

editors.etcetera@gmail.com
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Wed - Sat 10am - 5pm
Sunday afternoon

Mobile 06 40 05 37 77

5 Place du Souvenir
86350 Saint-Martin-l'Ars

Siret 50465727100020

E: frenchpolisherinfrance@gmail.com          Robert Rose French Polisher in France

La Source brocante - deco - furniture - gifts
RESTORATION WORK UNDERTAKEN

lasource86.com

etcetera magazine - your companion for life in the French community
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getting connected

STUART
WALLACE

SATELLITE TV

THE FRENCH HOUSE

Welcome to this month’s slightly sweat
drenched ramblings. It’s been hot

hasn’t it? Hopefully, it will be a little cooler
by the time you read this. Much like Mrs
W’s reaction to anything I pitch to her as a
good idea. Frozen beer lollies? No! A
bonfire with fireworks for my birthday in
the middle of a very dry August? No!
Hosting a women's beach volleyball
tournament in our garden? Certainly no! I
think the only idea of mine she approved
of, and apparently I should have been
doing this already, was flushing the loo
after I’d been. Who knew?

Anyway, much like the fact we can now go
into the bathroom without a gas mask, let’s
crack on with what’s fresh (geddit?) in the
world of satellite TV and internet.

Freesat good, Freeview bad. Sorted.

For those considering satellite internet,
Starlink have recently announced that the
monthly cost of their system has reduced
to 50 euros per month (from 99 euros).
However, as a slight quid pro quo, kit costs
have risen slightly to 634 euros and from
October the service will change from
‘unlimited’ to having a data cap of 250GB

per month. Now, this is quite a lot and
shouldn’t place any restrictions on most
users. However, if you do like to binge
watch Netflix etc in 4K then you need to
consider how much data this will use (hint
- it’s a lot). I don’t know what happens in
reality if you breach the 250GB, but at
minimum you should expect a reduction in
service speed. It is said that for an
additional 10 euros, users will be able to
purchase another 100GB of data.

Just a reminder, but please do not
purchase a TNTSAT or Fransat (not
Freesat - that’s fine) for the reception of
UK TV. Both these units are primarily
designed for French TV reception. They
can be ‘made’ to receive UK TV, but
that’s an entirely different and
complicated story.

Remember that if you need to have an
external join in your TV cable then please
ensure that it is properly waterproofed -
not with electrician’s tape. Whilst having a
join is not necessarily a problem, it will be
if it’s exposed to moisture. It’ll go green
and stop working.

Please remember that I no longer cover the
same areas as I used to. (See my advert.)

HUARD FONTAINE
Satellite & TV Installation

Siret: 828 984 815 0013

UK & French TV
4G Internet

M: 06 07 72 68 87
E: huardfontaine@yahoo.com

Based in 87
- will travel

From caravans to chateaux…
and everywhere in between!

They can be ‘made’ to receive UK
TV, but that’s an entirely different

and complicated story

Arthur Smith  ~  Harlequin TV
▪ UK free-to-air/ Freesat
▪ French TV - TNTsat/Fransat
▪ Set up Netflix/Amazon Prime etc
▪ Internet via 4G & 5G
▪ CCTV & alarm systems
▪ Installations & service

  E. harlequintv1@gmail.com
  T. 06 06 60 46 97

Siret 494.501.067.00016

www.harlequintv.fr

Est
2007

Covering 16, 23, north 24, east 86, & 87



CHARLES HODENCQ
Electricité Générale

French Electrician - fluent English Speaker
Based in Bellac - covering 87

& parts of 86,16 & 23
For all your electrical needs - safety

checks, re-wires, new builds, upgrades
and complete renovations

05 55 68 62 26 / 06 24 27 01 86
charleselec@gmail.com

Siret No: 503121279 00015

PETER AMOR
siret: 48002659000012

ELECTRICIAN

Tel: 05 49 91 85 54
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Simple jobs
Complete renovations

New builds
Conformity checks

Emergency Call outs
Fully insured 10yr guaranteeI offer free &

friendly advice
so please don’t

hesitate to
contact me.

Hedley Marsh
86150 Moussac sur Vienne

Tel: 05 49 48 35 49
Mobile: 06 45 74 25 36

Email: hedleymarsh@orange.fr

I offer free &
friendly advice
so please don’t

hesitate to
contact me

Siret: 51190455900024

Call us on 06 16 91 64 67
contact@reactive-resource.com

www.reactive- resource.com

Entreprise Electricité Générale

All Aspects of Electrical Works Undertaken
PLUS EV Charging Station

Depts 23, 36, 86 & 87 Décennale
insuredSiren: 808 481 170

PC repair on house calls
PC building on demand
We sell hardware & peripherals
ESET SECURITY  BROADBAND INSTALLATION
SOFTWARE RETAILER  ASSISTANCE ON SITE
Year round maintenance • Contracts on request

Tel: 05 55 78 24 86
Email: contact@homecallpc.com

www.homecallpc.com
87150 Champagnac La Riviere

OPEN MON TO SAT 9AM / 8PM

Homecall PCDARREN LUCKHURST

Email
sales@anglocomputers.com

Piegut-Pluviers, Dordogne Siret 49239708800021
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DO YOU USE  OR  FOR HEATING?

DO YOUR BILLS KEEP RISING?
HERE IS THE SOLUTION

THIS IS NOT A GIFT, IT IS INDIRECTLY PAID BY FUEL COMPANIES (IMPOSED BY
THE GOVERNMENT IN THE FORM OF GRANTS) BECAUSE THEIR ENERGY OPTION
IS DEEMED TO CONTRIBUTE NO ECONOMIC REDUCTION IN ENERGY RESOURCES.
Simply fill in the form below and return to us we’ll tell you if you’re eligible for a government grant
or call us 09 81 32 42 37 or email: contact@newwave-energies.com

New Wave Energies • Siège social : 51, rue Descartes
87000 Limoges Tel : 0 981 324 237 • S.A.S.U. au capital
de 50 000 euros • N° de Siret 800 247 274 00035

ENGLISH
SPOKEN

Return form to: New Wave Energies, 51 Rue Descartes, 87000 Limoges

Bathrooms & En Suites /
Plasterboard and Plastering /

Water Mains & Drainage /
Heating Installation

Oil, Wood Stoves & Pellet Burners /
Servicing & Repairs

T: 05 45 89 38 02
E: simon.kershaw@wanadoo.fr

siret 440 419 018 00013

www.etceteraonline.org

(We all need each other…)
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ARCHITECT

Eco-Buildings - New Build
Renovations - Barn Conversions

John Hartie B.Arch. A.R.I.A.S, R.I.B.A
ORDRE des ARCHITECTES

no. 073326
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Based in La Rochefoucauld
for over 12 years

14 Rue des Bans
16110 La Rochefoucauld

T: 05 45 91 73 90 / 06 81 90 18 87
Email: john.hartie@orange.fr

AC Kitchens
& Bathrooms

Website: ackitchens.fr Email: antschapman1971@gmail.com
05 17 36 17 74     /   Mobile: 06 40 08 08 81  Siret 834026437 00022

Specialist Fitter, over 15 years’ experience

PLUMBING - CUSTOM WORKTOP FITTING - CARPENTRY
TILING - WOOD & LAMINATE FLOORING - DESIGN SERVICE Free quotes

Charente / Haute-Vienne / Vienne
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WE NOW CONSTRUCT
TIMBER FRAME HOUSES
FROM YOUR PLANS, DESIGNS

OR IDEAS.
FROM SUPPLY & ERECTION TO

FULL TURN KEY SERVICE
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18

All other aspects of building, joinery, damp-
proofing & timber treatment still available

05 45 91 26 61 / 06 56 79 25 58

Andrew Hadfield
05 55 60 72 98
07 81 53 71 91

dandahadfield@aol.com
siret: 53229047500013

Troy Davey
05 55 60 47 78
06 10 49 49 57
troy.davey@orange.fr
siret: 49895173000015

    All aspects of building work undertaken:
� Renovations
� Barn Conversions
� Plasterboarding / Plastering
� Brick/Blockwork/Stonework/Repointing
� Tiling

Based 87330
References Available

BUILDING / MULTI SERVICE

Painting, Tiling, Wallpaper hanging
all types of decorating undertaken

Confolens 16 and area
25 years experience.

Petits travaux du Batiment

Stuart F Park
Painter Decorator

Contact 05.45.85.78.30 / 06.04.49.04.10
stuart.park@hotmail.fr

Siret: 489 199 661 00013

artisans
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Sean’s Painting
& Decorating
Services

Interior & Exterior
Other work carried out

Sean Morrison 06 74 56 89 11
morrisonman8@gmail.com

Professional Building and Construction in France
 ~ Since 2006 ~

Please see our main advert on page 67 for full details
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Strict ly Roof ing - Malcolm C ooke.www.stric t lyroofing.fr . 06  35  11  27  31  . adm in@strict lyroofing.fr

S A RL• T ile & Slate Roofing
• Insurance c laim s
• Z inc guttering
• Box gutters

• L isted buildings
• Storm dam age
• Em ergency call-out
• Special p rojects

• Roof renovat ions
• C him ney rem ovals
• Repairs
• Velux w indows

Contact us for your free estimate

with  over 40 years’ experience in ;
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Kitchens & Bathrooms
Dry Lining - walls and ceilings
Tiling - walls and floors
Painting and decorating
Wood and Laminate flooring

Fully insured with 10 year guarantee
Based in Dept 16 but will travel

Tel. 05 45 31 60 68 / 06 72 90 24 90
Email: aghearmon@gmail.com
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Full English
Scaffolding Service

Safe, secure, adaptable. Meets all safety regs.
Covered by full public liability insurance.

Delivered, erected, and dismantled
Over 20 years’ experience. Free Quotes.

M C SCAFFOLDING
Siret: 80025145600011

Depts 16, 87, part 24, 17, 79 & 86
Day: 07 85 44 26 66 / Eve: 05 45 66 49 87

martin.clare6@gmail.com

One Builder        Tout Batiment
www.timhartley.fr

Registered in France 2001
05 55 60 86 62 / 06 71 78 94 34

Siret 434972303RM87
tim_hartley@hotmail.com

Lathus - Le Dorat - Bellac - La Souterraine
Dompierre-les-Églises - Saint-Léger-Magnazeix - Magnac-Laval

Steve’s property
maintenance

ALL TYPES OF ROOFING,
RENOVATIONS, CONVERSIONS,

PLASTERING, STUD WALLS,
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS

T. 05 55 50 52 02
E: lowe.steven@orange.fr

Siret 84223310800013

FULLY INSURED

etcetera  59

www.etceteraonline.org

Advertise Your
Business

For as little as 39€ ttc
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For a free quotation please contact: Howard
(fully bilingual, living in France since 1990,

10 yr décennale Insurance)
Tel: 05.55.60.23.70 / 06.85.43.13.58

Email: rcc87@live.fr
Depts: 87,86,16 & 23   Siret: 799 894 860 000 11

ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING /

- Zinc / PVC guttering
- Anti-moss
- Insulation & Plaster boarding
- Interior / exterior renovations

Roofing / Renovations
Roofing / Renovations

RENDERING & POINTING

Fully registered and insured
Trading in France since 2007

Call Mark for a free quotation:
T: 05 55 44 71 44 / M: 06 78 60 96 16

mumford.toiture@gmail.com
Siret no. 493 159 412 00037

ROOFING SPECIALISTS
Insurance guarantee on all work. 15 years’ experience

Based Saint-Junien. Covering Depts 87-16-24
Siret : 531 655 231 00 11

CONTACT: PAUL CHARLESWORTH
T: 06 77 90 08 60 E: pmcbatiment@yahoo.fr

etcetera magazine - your companion for life in the French community
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Walton Coachworks
87600 Vayres Nick Walton

walton-coachworks@hotmail.com
Tel: 07 87 65 53 11 / 05 55 78 67 02

MECHANICAL WORK ON ALL MAKES &
MODELS IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE

• Welding • Servicing • Diagnosis • Stereo & CD
installation • LHD lights & tow-bars fitted

• Wheel alignment • Replacement tyres & balancing
• Interior & exterior valeting

• Pre-Controle Technique check • Top quality tyres
(within 48 hrs) • Parts available same day or
in 24hrs  - less common cars 3-day delivery

NEW

CARS  MOTORCYCLES  LIGHT TRUCKS

Free courtesy cars - Valeting - Car storage with free
airport drop offs - Cambelts - Diagnostics - Welding
Electrics - Tow bars - Tyre-fitting/Punctures - A/C
CT Prep -  Garden Tools & Chainsaws Sharpened

Email rmbservicesfrance@gmail.com
Tel. 06 01 59 60 75   Siret: 815 114 7720 0016

           CHABANAIS WORKSHOP

Family run business based in France which prides itself on a personal professional service.
7 tonne truck to and from the UK and Europe, we also have a box trailer for larger loads.

Our highly experienced staff provide a door to door service with packing and dry secure storage
We are a professional furniture removal company NOT a man and a van.

Please call Phil and Jean Evans....
Phone (+33) 05 55 34 19 46  Mobile (+33) 06 80 75 87 14

Email p.evans@orange.fr  Visit www.transitionremovals.net

TRANSITION REMOVALS

siret: 48252490700011
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Depts 16, 86, 87 & 24
(Car & van servicing, Towbars & LHD lights)

Any make of Car or Van
Fully mobile service at your address

E: dixontyres@gmail.com
T: 0545 306707

Typically 40% cheaper than French prices
Tyre fitting, inc balancing
Tracking/Alignment
Car/Van servicing

: 12€
: 35€
: 75€ + parts

motors & removals

www.etceteraonline.org

Advertise Your
Business

For as little as 39€ ttc



Packing & Storage Options

Full and Part Loads
Relocations in France

Tel: 05 49 07 24 85

Franglais Deliveries

Siret 502 021 660 00019

motors & removals

A Family Run Storage Firm in the Heart of the Limousin

Call Karen for a quote on
09 66 03 52 89

Brexit-busting Super Low Prices!
Secure, dry, insulated storage

Established 2007
Now storing cars, caravans

and camping cars
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WWW.WATSONEUROPEAN.CO.UK

   

EMAIL: ENQUIRY@WATSONEUROPEAN.CO.UK
ANDY: 0044 (0) 7876 504 547

CALL TODAY

USE OUR ONLINE ENQUIRY PAGE FOR A NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

0044 (0) 1522 686764OFFICE:

60 DAYS FREE 

WEEKLY SERVICE UK • FRANCE • SPAIN 

OUR SPECIALISED VEHICLES 
CAN PROVIDE SAFE AND SECURE 
VEHICLE MOVEMENT TO MEET 
YOUR TRANSPORT NEEDS  

VEHICLE 
BETWEEN THE 
TRANSPORT 
UK AND FRANCE

Read the digital version  www.etceteraonline.org

Supporting Local Business
Since 2006

etcetera
magazine

Call Matt on: 0044 (0)7506 457225
Email: ma.europeanremovals@gmail.com

● Weekly United Kingdom � France � Spain
● United Kingdom - Kent & Home Counties
● Storage La Souterraine / Canterbury / Lincolnshire
● Very competitive rates
● Fully Insured
● 20+ years’ experience
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